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ABSTRACT 

This research was uridertaken m response to the difficulties that the students 
attending the School of English had, m both programs, the Licenciatura or 
Bachelor program in English and the technician with special training in 
English, at the time they need to read for comprehension when taking the 
literature courses, they also need to read for understandmg when they study 
for the tests that they had to take in other subjects More specificaUy, the 
students who enter the two careers offered by the School of English usually 
lack cogmtive leammg strategies even in their mother tongue, this fact makes 
it more difficult for them to read comprehensively m the second language. 
This research mtends to present additional strategles lo be incorporated to the 
reading and wrltmg class, in order to prepare first year students of the School 
of English to become better readers 

y 



CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.1. STATEMIENT OF TillE PROBLEM 

Learning strategies are not at all something new in educalicn. They 

emerged in the late sixties and early seventies, allhough they were almost 

unknown to the Panamanian educational system, especially at the university 

level, until a few years ago The main reason for this situation is that the 

behavionst educational model was adopted from the earliest days of the 

Panamanian public instruction 

The world has changed at a great speed, especially dunng the Iast two 

decades It has been staied thai we uve in the knowledge society This 

means that those people who know more and are able to obtain and apply 

knowledge faster will swxeed professonally and therefore, economically as 

well 

In addition to this, there is a buge amount of knowledge to,  acquire, 

and students do not have the necessary learning strategies to face their study 

materials. A serious problem arises iii alí subjects, especially iii subjects 

such as .literature and reading, mam]y in the Spanish ami English programs, 

since most of the students have not previously developed the needed 

leaming strategies The University of Panama is trymg to solve this prob!ern 

by encouraging professors to acqture information about cognitive learning 

strategies, ni order to enable them to teach their students learning strategies 

by embeddmg them in their courses. 
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There is a strong tendency among most of the students who enter the 

Bachelor program m English or the English Technician career of bemg poor 

readers. This is a big handicap for them, smce those students who are in the 

Bachelor of Arts m English (Bachelor program) and the English Technicai 

career have to face courses that demand the use of learning strategies m 

order to mteract with the written maten als that they receive from their 

filitators. Afl thecourses they have to take demand bemg a skillful and 

efficient reader m order to leam and make good grades, or at least a passmg 

grade. 

The students' deficiencies to devdop and apply learnmg skills result 

in low grades, apprehension toward sorne subjects, and the worst of ah, a 

low comprehension level, which means that they learn only a small portion 

of what they really have to know. As a consequence, the amount of 

knowledge they assimilate is poor, and of course if the cognitive stock is 

poor, the performance quality will be poor, too, 

ihe purpose of this research is to demonstrate that trainrng first year 

students m the use of Iearnmg strategies such as suminarizrng, schemas and 

concept mappmg is an effectrve way tú miprove readmg comprehensior 

skilh 

1.2. JUSTWICATION 

There has been no research about this problem at the Centro Regional 

Universitario de Veraguas, m the English Depariment. Moreover, the 

majonty of the students who enter the Bachelor program ¡ii English or the 
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Technical career, need lo study from printed materials m Enghsh, but they 

lack knowledge about reading strategies m both languages, Spamsh and 

English, thai apphed lo a Jearning situation tum uno Jearning strategies It 

can not be said thai they can transfer their Iearnmg strategies from the 

mother longue rnto the second language because they have not leamed lo 

develop such strategies in school or out of school. In addition lo what has 

been stated before, very few teachers m high school lake time from their 

class schedule lo teach their students learnmg strategies lo help them lo 

Leam, verify, and fix the knowledge thai they obtain from their textbooks 

and other printed matenais such as booklets or pamphlets. Most of the 

teachers who act this way ignore how lo use Jearning strategies lo ieach, so 

this is the reason why they prefer lo avoid asking their classes lo write 

summaries, make sehemas, and concept mappmg lo preseul ¡be contents 

they have assimilated in class. A final argunient put forth by sorne teachers 

is thai teaching leaming strategies takes loo much time, and there is not 

enough time lo devote even one class hour lo the teaching of a Iearmng 

strategy each week 

This research has been undertaken with the hope thai university 

professors will realize thai providing their students with the Jearning 

strategies they need in order lo become better students/Jearners, such as 

summary writing, sehemas and concept mapprng, will facilitate their 

teaching job and the leaming process for their students 

If the professors in charge of the reading and writmg couses train 

their students m the use of learning strategies, besides teaching them the 
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traditional readmg sk.ills and strategies, it could be expected to have better 

readers and better performance m other subjects as well. 

Another lmportant reason for undertaking this researcb is the fact, as it 

was stated prevíously, that we are living m the information era. There is 

mucb new knowledge, and how can one cope with so rnuch inforrnation if 

one has not been tramed to deal with it? Moreover, the Universidad de 

Panamá has been changmg its policies and proposes to mcorporate sorne of 

the most essential Iearning strategies into its teaching praxis. 

At present, the Facultad de Ciencias de la Educación of the 

Universidad de Panamá is offering seminars and lectures m order to sensitize 

high school teachers, elernentary school teachers, and also university 

professors to the need to know and apply learning stralegies in the 

classroom, so that students wil be able to use thern. 

1.3. RESEARCH QUESTION 

Readmg for comprebension is a fundamental study skill or strategy, 

disregardmg the student's level. Unfortunately, a good cornrnand of this 

learning strategy is almost non- existent among students at all Ievels 

Sorne years ago, when the behavionst approach dormnated the 

educational systems around the wórld,, comprebension was not the rnam aim 

of reading, but rathçr rnemorization was ernphasized. This situation has 
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changed at a great speed in the Iast twenty years because there is so much 

knowledge to access, and people do not have much time to spend on 

acqwnng it througl:i extensive reading sessions, therefore, the ability to read 

with both comprehension and efficiency has become a necessity for ah 

students and especiahly at the urnversity level. 

This research attempts to test the foliowing hypothesis: If first year 

students of both, Bachelor prograin and the Technical Career m English are 

taught the use of !earrnng strategies and how to apply them m their reading 

tasks, they will become better readers and better learners, Traimng in 

Iearning strategies (X) produces better readers and better lea.mers (Y) 

Within the English career program curriculum, there are reading 

courses for both careers, the Bachelor and the Technical Career; and most of 

the time, students have many problems meeting the requtrements of these 

courses. Therefore, this research addresses the foliowing question: Does 

training m the use of leaming strategies such as underhning, summary 

wnting, schemes and concept rnapping help to improve reading 

comprehension at the university level? 

1.4. DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS 

The following definitions of key terms have been provided to 

facilitate the understanding of the matenal as tu how they have been used 

within the context of this research These defrnitions have been adapted 

from the Dictionary,  of Language Teaching & Applied Lmguistics by 
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Richards et. al (1992); the modules one, two, three, six, and seven of the 

Diplomado Aprender a Aprender (Learning to Learn) by Batista (2001), 

Collins (1994), the Macmillan English Dictionary (2002), The University of 

Tennessee at Chananooga Teaching Resource Center Website (2002), and 

The Unaversity of St Thomas Study Guides and Strategies Website (2002) 

• Automatic processing. the performance of a task without conscious 

or deliberate processing. It takes place when the learner carnes out the task 

without awareness or alleiition, making more use of information in long-

term memory. Many skílls are considered to be 'learned' when they can be 

performed with automalic processing. 

• Automaticity: This is nothing else than the automatic and fluent 

execution of a series of steps thai have been previously internalized. In 

applied linguisties, it is defined as the abilny to use a language using 

automaIic processing. 

• Bachelor of Arts: A farst degree in a subject such as languages or 

history from a college or university. In this case, Bachelor prograin stands 

for the four years university career in English offered by the school of 

English of the Universidad de Panamá, Sede de Veraguas under the name of 

Licenciatura en Inglés. 

• Behaviorism: The belief thai the scientific study of people's minds 

should be based only on their behavior, nor their thouglns and feehngs 

When applied to education, behaviorism implies that students demonstrate 

thaI they have learned through changes m their behavior 
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. 	Cognitive strategies Cognitive strategies refer to processes and 

behavior which learners use to help them improve their ability to learn or 

remember something, particularly those which leamers use with specific 

classroom tasks and activities. They include sorting, c1assifiing, comparing, 

matching, predicting, developing awareness of visual and audio dues as aids 

to meaning, repeating, using a class library or dictionary 

• Concept mapping. This is nothing cisc than a way of representing or 

orgarnzing knowledge, showing the relationships between concepts 

including bi-directional re]ationships According to Martin (1994), concept 

maps are two-dimensional representaflons of cognitive structures showing 

the hierarchies and the Jnterconnections of concepts in a discipline or a sub-

discipline 

• Controlled processing Is involved when consclous effort and 

attention is required to perform a task. This places demands on short-term 

memory. 

. 	Learning Strategies. Leaming strategies are those strategies the 

student applies in order to assimilate or learn contents while he is studymg 

Leaming strategies are procedures that can mclude several techmques, 

operations or a set of specific activities which purpose is to make learning 

take place faster and more easily 

. 	Meta-cognition Accordmg to Collins (1994), meta-cognition has 

been defined as "having knowledge (cogmtion) and having understandmg, 

control over, and appropriate use of that knowledge"'. 

T, Ebo, ard Oían Stew "Effectwe Stodyrn, ft>m T,çt" Fotn foí Redntg, 16(2) (19S), 46-SS 
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. 	Metacognitive Strategies These include planning for learning, 

hypothesizmg, self-assessrnent and monitormg and involve learners m 

reflectuig on the leammg process 

. 	Meta-reading: Meta-reading is the knowledge about one's reading 

skills and the conscious use of that knowledge in order to miprove one's 

reading skills. 

. 	Reading Strategies: Reading strategies are meta-cognitive straiegies 

applied to the process of reading. 

Schemas. Schemas can be detined as the wntten synthesis of the 

ideas of a text, lesson or any document, m a clear, logical and orderly 

manner, promoting the comprehension of the topic through holistic reading. 

'. 	Summary Writing: Suminarizing is reducmg the size or extension of 

a text in such a way that just the most important ideas of the topic appear in 

the final paper. 

• Technical Career: 	An academic program outlmed lo train 

elementary school teachers mainly in the teachmg of English to pre-school 

and e!ementary schoo! chi!dren, 

'. 	Top-down Reading. Top-down reading as top-down process makes 

use of previous knowledge ("higher leve! knowledge) or advanced 

organizers, in analyzmg and processing mformation which is received 

through reading. 
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I.S. SIGNIFICANCE 

As it was previously stated, this is the "knowledge society" and only 

those who are literate m more than ¿me language, and those who are fast and 

efficient m assimilating knowledge will succeed m this highly competitive 

world; ±ere is much new knowledge, and how can one cope with so much 

mformation ifone has not been trarned to deal with it?, for this reason, this 

study is important for any individual and especially those who are studymg 

or teaching English 

This research could be a source of information for professors at the 

university leve] to recognize the Importance of teaching cognitive Ieammg 

sirategies m their classes; m order to make their students more mdependent 

and responsible for their own leaming. In addition, this research could be a 

startlng pomt regarding research in second language reading; which is a 

topic barely dealt with by researchers.. This study is a contribution to the 

tendency Within the Universidad de Panamá, that proposes professors of the 

different colleges and schools to mcorporate leaming strategies mto their 

teaching praxis 

More importantly, the results of this research could contnbute to 

improve theway readmg is tauglit within the Technical Career m English,, as 

well as the Bachelor program; making it more meaningfiul and productive for 

students. Relevant information from this study will be provided to the 

College of Education Sciences of the Universidad de Panamá, which is 

seriously concemed with ffie trainíng of teachers, especially, at the 
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secondary level, in cognitive learrnng strategies. Currently, the School of 

Education of the Universidad de Panamá ¡s offerang seminars and lectures in 

order lo sensitize high school teachers, elernentary school teachers, and also 

university professors to the need to know and apply leaming strategies in the 

classroorn. 

Nevertheless, no research OF Iraining programs m the use of learmng 

strategies has been designed or implemented for specific prograrns outside 

the school of education, which is why this research is necessary. Based 

upon the results of this study, sorne changes couid be made to the reading 

courses in the English prograin so that students could acquire strategies that 

they could transfer to other subjects, resulting in more efticient learnmg and, 

of course, better grades as well as more students with the ability to think 

criticaily. 

The results of this research will be published in Panarna TESOL 

Newsletter or divulged as lectures, in order (o help other English teachers (o 

incorporate the use of cogmtive learning strategies lo their readrng classes ni 

a productive and effective way. 

Another important reason for undertaking this research is the fact that 

ni conclusion, this research will contribuLe to enhance the preparation of the 

students who complete the English Bachelor program, as well as the students 

of the English lechnical carecí and as a result, English language instruction 

ni Veraguas Province's official and prívate schools should be improved. 
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1.5. 1. OBJECTIVES 

The foliowing are general objectives of the research: 

1. Determine whether the 1 year students of the School of English 

know how to apply cognitive learníiig strategies for readmg 

comprehensively. 

2. Train three treatment groups in the use of learning stralegies to 

improve their reading comprehension level. 

3. Provide the professors in charge of the reading and wnting course 

reliable data for incorporatmg the practice of cognitive leammg 

strategies mio the reading and writing course 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF TLIE LITERATURE 
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In this chapter, relevant bibiiography related to the topic under 

research will be discussed First, issues related to leammg to learn and 

leaming strategies are presented. In second place, the concept of readmg 

and readmg comprehension are defined in ágreement to the context of the 

study. The final section of the chapter is devoted to sorne important 

principies applied to the teaching of second language readmg; their analysis 

is followed by a discussion of the learmng strategies used for this study An 

additionai set of strategies is reviewed to provide the reader a more solid 

background regarding learning strategies applicable to the reading 

comprehension course, or to the readnig comprehension component of the 

English class 

As it was previously stated, iearrnng strategies are not at ah something 

new m educaion They emerged in the late sixties and early seventies, 

aithough they were almost unknown in ihe Panamanian educational system, 

especaally at the university level, until a few years ago. Learning strategies 

are part of the process nained 'learning lo learn', thaI has become a basic 

concept in every educational activity whether the activity is aimed at 

children, adolescents or adults. EFL/ESL teachers refer most of the time to 

'learning to Iearn' as learner training. Tlie .name given to this process 15 not 

the core of this discussion, but the fact that learning to leam is a covenng 

term for a wide vanety of activities designed to develop leaming strategies. 

The trining m Iearmng strategies aims to focus students' attention on how 

they Iearn, in addition to what they learn. This kind of trainmg takes mIo 

account other important principies of modem language teaching, such as 
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the multiple intelligences concept. Besides, these strategies can be applied to 

whatever subject a pulMi  is learning. 

There is a huge amount of knowledge to acquire, and most students do 

not have the necessary learning sirategies to face their study materials 

Moreover, the rnajority of the students who enter the Bachelor program in 

English or the Technical career, need Lo study from printed matenals m 

English Within the English career program curriculum, there are reading 

courses for both careers, bachelor degree and English technicians; and most 

of the time, students have many problems satisfymg the requirements of 

these courses. 

Smce Gutenberg invented the pnnung press, literacy stopped being a 

privilege of higlier social classes; it turned into a necesslty in order to obtain 

a job, be informed, or study Lo improve one's life conditions. At present, 

almost everyone is literate because he/she can decode letters, but not 

everyone undertands what he/she reads. Most readers are not able lo restate 

in thcir own words the infonnation they read. 

It is important to state what is reading, or what reading comprehension 

involves for the purposes of this study. Sheng (2000), Ur (1996) and Grellet 

(1981), agree when they state thaI reading is a process that involves 

recognition, interpretation and perception of written or printed matenal and 

understanding of the meaning of the written material as efficiently as 

possible 
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Grabe (2000) states that simple definitions misrepresent eomplex 

cognitive processes such as reading. According to him, a descnption of 

reading has to account for the notions that fluent reading is rapid, 

purposeful, interactive, comprehending; flexible, and gradually developing. 

Defimtely, reading is not a simple process and it mvolves a series of 

mierrelated skills. 

In addition., second language reading implies more complex 

processes, for this reason, the teachmg of second language reading mvolves 

taking into account all the aspects linked to first language reading, besides to 

an appropnate selection of approaches and methods suitable for the students' 

needs and interesis; and they should correspond the theory of second 

language acquisition the teacher bases his/ her course on. 

The objectives of the English 148 a / b course (Basic Wnting and 

Readmg) for Technicians with special formation m English as well as 

English 170 a / b (Reading Comprehension) for English majors are: 

1 	To enable the students to distmguish different readíng 

techniques, 

2 	To provide students with different reading techniques as 

the basis of the writing process, 

3 	To increase the active vocabulary through readings with 

situations for effective written comniumcation; 
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4 	To use the active vocabulary and the grammar structures 

of readmgs in simple wntmg pieces, and lo develop the 

students mterest in reading 

lncludmg these reading courses at the innial stage of the Bachelor 

program and the technical career has been a wise idea, because m acidition to 

increasing vocabulary and remforcing grammar, and serving as a 

spnngboard for writing, practicmg reading skills and strategies from the 

beginning of the program creates little by little the habit of reading among 

students. Kressel (1982.40-41) states that training students to become good 

readers is a process that must begin in the earlier stages of their foreign 

language instruction. "If students are to acquire competence and confidence 

in tackling reading material, and to develop comprehension skills in an 

orderly way, trainrng toward these goals must begin in the earliest stages of 

their foreign language study"2  Another important fact thai must be 

considered at the beginning of the BACHELOR program and the Technical 

career has been clearly stated by Tshimankinda (1972:47): ".. learners of 

Enghsh must first learn to read (for meaning) in order to read to learn."3  

This statement reflects the reality of English students who need to develop 

advanced reading skills m the second language m order to assimilate the 

study materials they receive in their other courses. All the other courses 

require a lot of comprehensive reading skills and strategies for the students 

to grasp the main ideas of the contents, prepare for tests and also write their 

research papers. In other words, these students have to leam to read in the 

2  Kressei, R H Using Cpntent Ouesftons as Motivaors z r  Readin Enghsh Teaching Fotum July 1982 
pp 40-41 

3 Tshtmankinda, Bisélela Learnin8  to Read and Reading lo Lrii Engiish Teaching Forum July 1982 p 
47 
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target language m order lo be able lo leam from what they read. Thus, as it 

was previously stated, the best time lo start developing reading skills lo read 

for comprehension is the very beginning of the English career m both, the 

F3acheior program and the Technical career. 

Panamanian students begin their English language mstruction m 

elementary school, but most of them are not taught reading skiiis and 

learning strategies in thaI stage or in the followmg stages of their educalion, 

so the starting point for those who major in English is the first year of study 

at the university. Moreover, the.reading and writmg courses and their lirst 

opportunity lo build and develop reading skills and learning strategies. 

Most of the principies currently applied in teaching second language 

reading are based on first language reading research. Accordmg lo Grabe 

(2000), basicaliy, all the available information about second language 

readmg is based on first language reading; and the teachers m EFL and ESL 

sernngs should undertake the ch11enge of making the needed research in 

arder lo improve the teaching of second language reading. 

In spite of the fact tal more research on readiñg m a second language 

is needed, it shouid be recogmzed that research about this topic grew 

remarkabiy during the last quarter of the XX Century; particulariy m the iast 

ten years. The main causes of the expansion were: 

e The efforts lo address the needs of many different learner 

groupS; 
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• The recogmtion that reading is probably the most important 

skill for second language learners ni academie contexts, and 

• The challenge to explore and understand basic comprehension 

processes that have contnbuted significantly to imphcations for 

second language reading instruction. 

This research was undertaken in recognition to the Importance of 

reading ni the academic context of English rnajors, whose second 

language is English in an EFL context, which is the reality of the 

students enrolled ni both careers offered by the School of English at 

the Centro Regional Universitario de Veraguas. 

Grabe proposes five areas of current research that should rernain 

prominent for this decade: 

1. Schema theory, 

2. language skills and automaticity, 

3. reading and vocabulary acquisltion, 

4. comprehensión strategy instruction, and 

5. reading-writing relations. 

1. Schema Theory: According to sorne researchers, it is not a 

well-defmed framework for the mental representation of 

knowledge; nevertheless, it has been an extremely useful notion 

for descnbmg the way ni which prior knowledge is integrated 

in memory and used ni higher-level comprehension processes. 
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Further implications of ibis theory have proven to be of great 

importance and usetijlness in improvmg readrng 

comprehension. 	Carrell (1984, 1987) and Carrell and 

Eisterhold, 1983, have investigated the value of the notion of 

schema theory for second language reading. Their studies have 

revealed that the activation of content inforrnation plays a 

highly important role m students' comprebension and recail of 

mfomalian from a texL "Seherna theory has provded a strcing 

rationale for botb pre-reading activities and comprehension 

strategy training (Carrell, 1985, 1 988a Fioyd & Car.reIJ, 1987). 

Other research cm schema theory has argued ihat a higb degree 

of background knowledge can overcome .linguistic deficiencies 

(e.e., Hudson, 1982)" The most important implication of 

rescarcli .m Sehema Theciry is thai stndents need lo activate 

theír pnor koowledge of a topic before they begin lo read.. If 

ihe teacher reahzes thai tbey lack it. he/she should provide ibem 

al Jeast with minimal hackgroiind k'nowledge from which to 

internret the lexi (Bameti, 1989: Carrell 1988a. Duhin & 

J3%'cina, 1991)_ 

2. Longuage .Çkillç and AuomaIicJiv: This view emerged as a 

reacl-için aí'ainst the overemnhasis on ton-down modeis of 

readinQ in second IanguaQe contexts it values the imnortance 

of lower-level nrocesses in re;3dinp leiter feaflire word and 

urat,e, w .¿UW)  umrn veve10t1menI nl ~12U Language Keaulng Se1I(M. 

LandmarksofAmençan Liinguage and Languistiçs Vol. 2 Office of Englah 

Lanuae Piograms. Bueau of Eduçat4onaI a4d Cuk1 Affaiis Unted Siales 

DepartmentofS*aze WashuitonD C 20547 p146 
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syntactic processmg. 	According lo Eskey (1988), 

McLaughlin (1990), and Segalowitbz (1991), cited by Grabe, 

automatic lower-level processing in second language contexts 

is very important because less proficient readers seern to be 

word-bound very oflen, and this phenomenon is interpreted as 

evidence that students are "stuck" on words Automaticity is 

of paramount importance for second language reading 

according lo McLaughlin (1990), cited by Grabe (2000), and 

cognitive psychologists have considered it as a central process 

in fluent reading. Automaticity occurs when the reader is 

unaware of the process, not consciously controlhng it, and 

using little processmg capacity (Adams, 1990, Just & 

Carpenter, 1987; Stanovich, 1990, cited by Grabe, 2000). 

Researchers have also reached the conclusion that learners do 

not use the comprehension processes they apply m L  reading 

with the saine degree of efficiency ni their L2 reading; as 

consequence, language is seen to play a critical role ni second 

language reading abilities. Grabes states that this focus makes 

us perceive reading as a language process rather than a 

thinking process as it really is. Research m this aspect of 

second language reading has an instructional outcome, which 

is lo develop automaticity skills in second language learners. 

Eskey and Grabe (1988); Segalowitz (1991); cf Gatbonton & 

Segalowitz, 1988, cited in Grabe (2000) agree to recommend 

the practice of activities intended lo develop automaticity 

skills. Readmg rate and rapid recognition exercises; repeated 

reading of texts, and extensive reading are recornmended 
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activities to develop automaticity m second language reading. 

Finaily, it should be noticed that (irellet (1981) treats 

extensively different options for teachmg structural aspects of 

texts which may imp rove automaticity. The issue of 

developíng automaticity in word recognition needs furiher 

research, typically it is a negiected aspect in many current 

textbook rationales. 

3. Reading and vocabulary acquisition. This constitutes a 

critica] component of second language reading 

comprehension. "Barnett (1986) and Strother and Ulijn 

(1987) have demonstrated that vocabulary 15 an important 

predictor of reading ability."5  There is a discrepancy between 

LI and L2 estimates of vocabulary development. 40,000 

words for LI academic needs, while 5,000 to 7,000 words are 

considered adequate for ESL academic coursework. The 

íssue is how to provide academically oriented second 

language students witb a large recognition of vocabulary, 

because ESL students need to know many of the less frequent 

words in the target language. Another problem regarding this 

pomt is that each word form is counted as a smgle word, 

though in real situations, each word form may represent a 

number of distinct meanings, many of which depend very 

much on the reading context, quite different from each other 

in meaning. "The reader needs to know not just a single word 

form., but the various different meaning which the one word 

51bd,t48 
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form inight represent (cf. Goulden, Nation, & Read, 1990) 

On the assumption that different word meanings should count 

as different words, estimates of vocabulary knowledge would 

need lo increase considerably and fali more m the ranges 

suggested by ftrst language researchers." 

4. Comprehension Strategy Instruclion. Research on 

comprehension strategies took precedence m the 1980s. 

Researchers found that younger and less proficient students 

use fewer strategies and use them less effectively in their 

reading comprehension. "In second language contexts, better 

readers have also been shown lo be better strategy users 

(Carrell, 1989b; Devine, 1987). Students who monitor their 

reading comprehension, adjust their reading rates, consider 

their objectives, and so on tend lo be better readers 

Research in comprehension strategy rnstruction is particularly 

importani because of the possible outcomes or ineidence it 

could produce in reading mstruction. In Li contexts, training 

studies have helped students lo improve their comprehension 

abilities, when they are taught lo use comprehension 

strategies. This type of research has strived lo understand 

better the specific environments iii which comprehension 

strategles improve comprehension, which are the most 

effective training procedures; the students variables (age, 

need, proticiency, and so on) that affect the strategy 

instruction According lo Grabe, Carreli has demonstrated that 

6 lbid, 148 
'ibid. (48 
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training students to recognize the organizational structure of 

texis improved the students' ability to recail information 

Strategy traming has also shown to produce good results 

improving reading comprehension, according to a series of 

researchers. "In a later study, Carreil, Pharis, & Liberto 

(1989) showed that strategy training with semantic mapping 

and with the ETR (expenence, text, relationship) method both 

improved reading comprehension scores. Barnett (1988a) 

reported improvement in reading comprehension from a year-

long strategy training expenment in reading."8  Finaily, it 

should be remarked that second language research are just 

beginning to explore the issues m the area, and many research 

studies claiming success in Li contexts need to be reproduced 

in L2 contexts in order to venfy whelher such claims can be 

generalized to second language students. Grabe concludes that 

due to the wide range of research studies that wilI be needed 

in this fleid, it should remain the major focus of second 

language reading research for the current decade. 

S. Reading Writing ReIafions: According to Grabe, in the 1980s, 

many reading and writing researchers concluded that reading 

and writing form important relations with each other. as skills, 

as cognitive processes, as ways of learning Many different 

LI researchers have stated that there is a high corretation 

between good writers and good readers. Moreover, they 

perceive reading and writing as mutually remforcmg 

8 d 149 
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interactive processes Grabe explains that Stotsky (1983) 

noted that better wríters were better readers, better wnters 

read more, better readers wrote more syntactically mature 

prose, and readmg experiences improved writing more than 

grammar mstruction or further wntmg exercises 

Simultaneously, many researchers have argued that readmg 

and writing are not simply reciprocal processes 	After 

examining different arguments and points of vlew, Carson 

Eisterhold (1990) concluded that reading and writmg are 

hkely to influence each other reciprocally, but not as mverses 

of the same process. Carson, Carreli, Silberstem, KrolI, & 

Kuehii (1990) examined whether or not readmg/wntmg 

relationships are closely related in first and second language 

contexts. Their results suggest that the mteraction between 

reading and writing is complex, with certain aspects of each 

language skifl being somewhat independent of the other. This 

fmdmg supports Shannahan's bidirection theory of 

readingfwriting relationships (cf Shanahan & Lomax, 1988). 

Much more research is needed to understand readinglwnting 

relationships, not only as a theory but also for its implications 

for .mstructional issues. An important implication of ihis une 

of research is that reading and writmg be taught together m 

advanced academic preparation Researchers explain that 

many cognitive skills are mutually reinforcing, and the 

integration of literacy skills develops strategic approaches to 

acadennc tasks (JTiemey, Soter, O'Flahavan., & McGinley, 

1989). 
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In order to incorporate the teaching of learning strategies m the reading 

course, the professor has to be conscious of the fact that learning strategies 

are linked to the Cognitive Theory of second language acquisition in aspects 

such as automaticity in reading and resiructuring ¡n reading a second 

language. Automaticity in reading deals with the process of learning to 

decode graphemes and words rn order to undeTstand a message. If the 

second language learner lacks automaticity when reading in his/her mother 

tengue, this fact will have a negative effect in his/her reading performance 

in the second language. On the otheT hand, a good reader m his mother 

tengue will transfer bis skills and automaticity leve¡ to the reading task m 

the target language. LigJnbown and Spada (1985) present interesting facts 

that support this assertion: "The transition from controlled to automatic 

processing at each stage results m reduced discrinnnation, more attention to 

higher-order features, and zgnormg irrelevant inforrnation."9  Regarding 

restructunng in reading a second language, the second language reader has 

to apply sorne strategies in order to interact with the text in order to extract 

meaning or relevant information McLeod and McLaughlm (1986) state 

that: "Successful readers interact actively with the text adding, deleting, 

and substituting words where appropriate They use the cues available to 

seek the most direct path to meaning, drawing en prior conceptual and 

lmguistic competence to predict what might plausibly come next" A 

number of authors have made the polnt that fluent reading requires going 

beyond the 'mechamcs' of the reading process, which involves atiention to 

graphic and orthographic mformation, to exiracting from words (e.g.. Gibson 

and Levin, 1975; Goodman 1968; Smith 1971). Sorne poor readers 

apparently have mastered the mechanical aspects of reading, but continue to 

9 Lihtbown4 P and Spada, P How Languae are Learned  (1995), 143 
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process the text word by word, not usmg contextual semantic relation and 

syntactic information to comprehend meaning (Cromer 1970)b0  

Grow (1996) presents a cognitive reading theory, which proposes the 

practice of two leveis of strategies on the reader' s part: cognitive strategies 

and metacognitive strategies. 

The summary of cognitive reading theoryU states the followmg 

assertions: 

• Readers are selective, active, and strategic. They understand 

what they read in terms of what they already know--though 

what they read may modify what they know. 

• Readers activate strategies for managing their approach to a 

texi, along with schemas for interpreting it. Readers may 

modify the strategy of readrng and shill the context of 

interpretation as they go. 

• New tnformation becomes meaningful only as it is 

interconnected with meaningful patterns that the reader already 

knows. 

• When new information is mterconnected with the oid in 

meaningful pattems, it becomes knowledge—and It can be 

ibid 147 
U  Grow, Gerald 0 (1996) Serving the Strazegzc Reader Reader Responsc Theory and lis Ernphcanons 

for the Teaching of Wnung, " an expanded version of a paper presented to the Quahtative Dvis son of 
theAssocsatton for Educators rniournalisrn and Mass Communicat.on AtLanta, August, 1994 Available 
on-hneat »tp!Lwww  long eaf netlggrow/Su 	ic1te/SRa4.hLm1 Onginal paper avaslable as 
Enc Documentation Reproduction Service No ED 406 644 
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recalled, reasoned with, extended by inference, and used lo 

filter new perceptions. 

Readers do not "receive" information. They approach reading 

in the context of the entire world of their experience, and they 

tum away with that world confirmed, modified, extended or 

challenged. 

]le Cenler for Advancement of Learning of the Muskingum College 

has up loaded the Learning Strategies Database lo the world wide web, the 

followmg chart presents valuable information that reading teachers should 

take very much into account in order lo help their students to develop their 

metacognitive skiils. 
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METACOGNI11VE BEllA VIORS OF GOOD AND POOR READERS 

Students with good versus poor reading skills demonstrate distinct 

cognitive behaviors before, dunng, and after reading an assigmnent. The 

following chart from Cook (1989) swnmarizes these bebaviors. 

GOOD OR MATURE 
READERS 

POOROR 
EMMATtJRE 
READERS 

Start reading 
without 
preparatzon 

• Read without 
knowmg why 

• Read without 
considenng 
how lo 
approach the 
matenal 

BEFORE 

READING 

• Activate prior 
knowledge 

• Understand task and 
set purpose 

• Choose appropriate 
stiategies 

• Focus atiention 
• Anticipate and 

predict 
• Use fix-up strategies, 

when lack of 
understanding 
occurs 

• Use contextual 
anaiysis lo 
understand new 
terms 

• Use text structure te 
asstst 

• Are easily 
distracted 

• Read to gel 
done 

• Do not k.now 
what to do 
when lack of 
understanding 
occurs 

• Donot 
recognize 
important 
vocabul 

DURING 

READING 
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comprehension 
• Organize and 

mtegrate new 
mformation 

• SeIf-monitor 
comprehension by. 

o knowrng 
comprehension 
as occurnng 

o knowing what 1 
is being 
understood 

• [)o not see any 
orgarnzation 

• Add on, rather 
than mtegrate, 
new 
infomaation 

• Do not reahze 
they do not 
understand 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

           

           

           

                 

                 

  

• Reflect on what was 
read 

• Feel success is a 
result of effort 

• Summaraze major 
ideas 

• Seek additional 
information from 
outside sources 

• Stop reading 
and thinkang 

• Feel success as 
a result of luck 

 

AF'FER 

 

READ1NG 

         

           

           

                 

                 

Once the teacher identifies the weaknesses of his/her students, it as 

easier for hamlher to select the sirategies to be taught and plan the way to 

teach them to the group. Metacognition is of great value because it ancreases 

the students' awareness about their learning styles and Iheir strenglhs and 

weaknesses as well. 

Sheng (2000) presents a pedagogically fresh way for teaching reading 

comprehension, thai he has named a cogniuve model for teaching reading 
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comprehension Reading and comprehension, according to bis pomt of view, 

are closely related, although they have different natures. "The process of 

reading deals with language form, while comprehension, the end product, 

deals with language content."12  In other words, the process of reading has to 

do with the reader's syntactic knowledge and his capacity to decode 

graphemes, and his lexical stock. On the other hand, comprehension is 

related to pragmatics, cultural background, previous experinces5  and 

context as well. 

Sheng explains thai distinctions between surface structures and deep 

structures exist in semantic analysis. At the surface level, meaning can be 

classified into two broad categories: denotative meaning and connotafive 

meaning. Denotative meaning is the meaning of words given in the 

dictionary while connotative meaning is the coinmunicative value of an 

expression by virtue of what it refers to. 

The objectives of the reading and writing courses for English majors 

and English technicians conduct to enable them lo use the knowledge they 

acquire through reading to communicate using written language, so 

comprehension is embedded within these objectives. 

According to Batista (2001) comprehension is the result of thought 

processes thai enable us lo give meaning to reality. Comprehension mvolves 

the thought operations that we do when we leam. describmg, definmg, 

2 Sheng, 11.3 A Cogmtwe model for teaclung reading iomprension English Teahuig Foruin Octobet 

2000 pp 1215 
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classifymg comparing, inducting, deducting, analyzing, sununarizing, 

relating, etc.'3  "The comprehension of texts is an essential activity of great 

importance for the academic success and learmng m high school and al the 

university leveL"4  When a student lacks the skills and cognitive capacities 

for critical reading and text comprehension, he also lacks the most important 

and necessary tool for meanmgful learning and academic achievement at the 

university. Smce the starting pomt of students m the English programs is 

their first year of instruction al the university, this year is the time for them 

lo gam knowledge and experience m the use of cognitive leaming strategies 

and reading skills so that, in the advanced courses which require a lot of 

reading they could be able lo apply the appropnate processes automatically 

and efficiently, in order lo construct and restructure knowledge from what 

they read. The reading and wnting class are a good vehicle lo provide the 

tools that they will need for the rest of their academic and professional life. 

Scholars, who detend constructivism, taik about building and 

reconstruction of knowledge. They use analogy lo demonstrate how learners 

use their previous knowledge and new information lo build or reconstruct 

knowledge. 

University students, especially those in the English programs, must be 

trained lo be successful readers in English, they need lo be taught special 

skills lo read in English and also additional strategies lo cope with their 

13 Batista, A. j a  1 rn'a Çomniisiva como$stralegia Cgnitiva de Aprendizaje ViceTrectona de 

Extensión Universidad de Panamá. Panamá Rep De Panamá. 2001 

¡bid 
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study requirements. Once beginners become accustomed to using leamrng 

strategies and reading skills to interact with the text, they start developmg 

higher mental processes that lead them to better comprehension of iexts and 

the application of meta-reading and meta-cognition, that is gomg to make 

ihein good readers. 

What makes the difference between good readers and poor readers is 

the fact that in addition lo using contextual semantic relations and syntactic 

information to comprehend meamng, good readers approach the reading task 

as a psycholinguistic guessmg game, using graphic cues to make prediclions 

about the meaning of the printed text. In addition to this, they apply new 

strategies directed to meanmg 

The aim of this literature review is to raise awareness among the 

readers about the most widely known and used cognitive learrnng strategies 

m the academic community in which the study was undertaken. 

Nevertheless, other strategies developed and successfuliy apphed abroad are 

also presented to the audience m order to preseni a wider range of choices 

whenever the reader wants lo apply cognitive learning strategies lo teach 

comprehensive reading to his pupils. 

First, the cognitive learning strategies mentioned in the research 

question and that were part of the treatment given to the sample that took 

part m the study will be discussed; latter, additional strategies will be 

presented for the consideration of the reader. 
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SUMMARY WRITING (S(JMMARIZING) 

Summary writing is an important learning strategy that should be 

taught to university studenis. A1-lssa (1998), states that producing a wrilten 

summary is claimed to be a difficult mission to accomplish by many EFL 

leamers. He adds that the chailenge of summarizing is that it compeis 

studenis to think in an economical way. "Summarizing is how we take larger 

selections of text and reduce them to their bare essentials: the gist, the key 

ideas, the main poinis that are worth noting and remembering. Webster's 

calis a summary the "general idea m brief fonn"; it's the distillation, 

condensation, or reduction of a larger work into jis primary notions " 15  

Based upon Batista (200 1) and Aula, Curso de Orientación Escolar (1990), it 

can be stated that summarizing is to condense or reduce a text. '6A summary 

must be brief, it must relate main ideas; and aboye ah, a summary must use 

the author's words This means that the person, who writes the summary, 

cannot add personal opmions or comnients. Jones (2001) explains that when 

we summarize, we focus on the heart of the matter, uy to find the key words 

and phrases that, when uttered later, sill manage to capture the gist of what 

we've read. "We are tryrng to capture the main ideas and the crucial details 

necessary for supportlng them"7  

15 iones, Raymonó (2001) Stra*egifor Reading Comprehension Swnmarizing  Reading Quest org 
stnved from the world wide web site http.//cunedsch.ol vIrginia edu/go/readuuestlstratlpto html  

16 iista, Ángel M (2001) Los Resúmenes y Síntesis como Estrateias..Ç.ggflivasde ADnçiizaie. 
Vicenectorla de Extensión Universidad de Panamá. Panamá Rep De Panamá 
Auia,Ciirso de Orientacióij Escolar (1990 Cultural, S A. De Ediciones Polígono Indusirial 
Arroyomohnos Calle C, rrúm 15, Móstoles Madnd- España 

17 Jones, R.aymond (2001) Sirazegies for ReadrngComprehension Sammañzing  Reading Quest org 
stnved from the world wide web site http //rrJ edschool virginia edufgo/readqieWstrat/ptohtml 
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The ideas presented m a summary should be presented in a logical and 

psychological order to be appealing to the reader and easy to understand. In 

addition., the summary must go from general to particular ideas From the 

fundamental to the detailing or supporting pomts or ideas. 

The summary should be written as a paragraph, separated by periods. 

It must have coherence, which means that the remaining text should make 

sense. With regard to the length, a well-done summary should include 25 % 

of the original text. 

How can a teacher teach his/her students to suinxnarize? According to 

Sones (2001), this is not an easy task to undertake, but it is worth the effort. 

"It's one of the hardest strategíes for students to grasp, and one of the 

hardest strategíes for you lo teach. You have to repeatedly model it and give 

your students ample time and opporturnties to practice it. But it is such a 

valuable strategy and competency."18  

In order to write á summary, Batista (2001), Aula (1990) and others 

recommend foliowing these steps: 

1. Exploratory reading 

2. SeIf questioning 

3. Comprehensive reading 

4. Underlming 

' ¡bid  
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S. 	Loud voice explanation (of underlined ideas) 

6. 	Written surnmary (usrng the author's words) 

7 	Review the swnrnary and make whatever changes 

or additions necessary. 

Jones offers sorne ideas for teachmg students to summanze; he clairns that 

once teachers provide their students with this strategy, they are enabled to 

leam for the rest of their lives "Here are a few ideas, try one. ,,try them ah. 

But keep plugging away at summanzing. This sirategy is truly about 

equippmg your students to be ltfelong learners."9  

The suggestions presented below can be applied to summanze any 

kind of text, and they are intended to facílitate leamers the Inastery of 

summarizing. 

o After students have used se/ectwe underlining2°  on a selection, 

have them turn the sheet over or close the handout packet and 

attempt to create a summary paragraph of what they can 

remember of the key ideas in the piece They should oniy look 

back at their underlinmg when they reach a point of bemg 

stumped. They can go back and forth between writing the 

summaiy and checking their underlinmg several times until 

they have captured the Important ideas m the anide in the 

single paragraph. 

Ibid 

° Jones, R.0 (2001) http llciurj edschool virginia edu/go/readquest/stratluriderlrne htmJ 
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• Have students wríte successivcly shorter summaries, constantly 

refining and reducing their wntten piece until only the most 

essent ial and relevant information remams. They can start off 

with half a page; then try to get it down to two paragraphs, then 

one paragraph then two or three sentences; and uJtimately a 

smgle sentence. 

• Teach articles from the newspaper, and cut off their headlines. 

Have students practice writing headimes for (or mat'chmg the 

severed headimes to) the "headiess" stories. 

• Sum it up21: To apply (bis strategy, have students imagine they 

are placmg a classifled ad or sending a telegram, where every 

word used costs them money. Tel them each word costs ten 

cents, and then teil them they can spend "so much" For 

instance, if you say they have $2.00 to spend, then that means 

they have to wnte a summary that has no more iban 20 words. 

You can adjust the amount they have to spend, and therefore the 

length of the summary, according to the text they are 

summarizing. Consider setting this up as a leanung station, with 

articles in a folder that they can practice on whenever they 

finish their work early or have time when other students are still 

working. 

Batista (2001) presents a list of advantages of summanzing. After 

wnting summaries, he states, it is wise (o file them in order to use them to 

21  A strazegy for practicrng summarrzing created by Widdowson, P (2001). citad by Jones, R. C in 
http /tcurty edschot virgintaedu/go/r dqest/sttm/summarize html 
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study. Among the advantages of using summanes, the following are the 

most important to mention. 

1 	They facilítate the comprehension of topics. 

2 They force the reader to distinguish the essential from 

the second8ry mformation. 

3 Summanes make possible a holistic and synthetic view 

of the material studied. 

4 	They facilitate retention of knowledge. 

5 Summanes maintain concentration and attention dunng 

study time, making it more active. 

6 	They force the learner to learn to write with preciseness 

and consciousness. 

7 Summanes make the leamer put more perscrnal effort 

mto self-elaboration. 

8 They develop synthesizmg skills, at the same time the 

person learns to mterrelate ideas. 

9 	Summaries are a great aid to review materials and study 

for exams. 

UNDERLINING 

Even when underlining is not one of the stralegies appearing as 

subject of study of this research, it is a previous step to summarizing, and 

that is wby it is being discussed immediatdy after siimmarizing. 

"Underhning is a Jearning stralegy whícb cnnists of drawing unes, wTjfing 
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graphic sigas, or highlighting or signaling the mosi important ideas of a 

iext "22   The purpose of underhning is to focus the reader's attentio'n only on 

the importani ideas and also to locate them in order to facilítate furiher 

analysis, as well as restructuring and intemaiizing processes. This strategy 

is very flexible because the leamer can use the style thai better matches his 

learning style and his personal laste. "This strategy is something very 

personal that can be improved with constani practice. The reader can use a 

single underlining style or can combine iwo or more underlining styles It is 

up to the reader and his leaming sty le. "23  

For underlining to be a real strategy for reading comprehension, it 

must have an added value' it should be selective. "The way lo make 

underlining useful as a tool for comprehension is for it to be strategic, 

selective, and purposeful. The underlining must be undertaken toward 

particular ends"24  Moreover, with selective underlining, the idea is to 

underline enly the key words, phrases, vocabulary and ideas thai are central 

lo understanding the plece. "Studenis should be taughl this strategy 

explicitly, given ame and means to practice, and reinforced for successful 

performance. ,25  The previous assertion by iones (2001), leads to conclude 

that the reading and writing class is the perfect place and time to teach 

underlining, give practice time and feedback. Moreover, when it constitutes 

22 	de (ton6o 	(1998) Oiiiwoi SA do M~ Poilguuo j,gnaj A uyeolu Cilio C. .. 15, M6eolot 

Sánchez, A. Estrategia de Trabajo Intelectual para la Atención de la Diversidad Perspectiva Didáctica 
Ediciones Aljibe Espada 1997 

23  Batista, k El Subrayado Como Estrategia Cognitiva de Aprendizaje Panamá. 2001 
24 loaes, R. C http llçuny edschool virginia.edu/gofreadiuestfstratlunderliae  html 2001 
21 Ibid 
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a previous skill for summanzing,, teachers should Iry to invcst sorne time to 

the practice of this strategy. 

Types of Underlining 

• Horizontal or Lineal Underlining: This is the type of 

underlining that most people use -- a horizontal Ime below the 

meaningful ideas, or colorful highlightmg. 

• Structural Underlining. This kind of underiining imphcs 

making notes in dic left or right margin to complement dic 

audior's ideas. Thc reader records in dic margin dic kcy words 

that define the idea expressed in dic text This type of 

underlining enables the reader to make a more crítica¡ reading 

and, at the same time, it helps the reader to generate bis/her own 

parallel texts. 

• - Tlie purpose of Ihis type of underlinmg is to cali 

dic reader's attention to a given concept or idea. Each subject 

is free to create bis own code because it makes dic highligjiting 

more mcaningful, cifective, and useful when reviewing or 

studying the texi. The following are sorne of the most 

commonly used symbois among dic participants of the study. 

* " éO.k ? 1 _ 

• Lateral Underlining: This type of underlining also uses unes, 

but instead of being horizontal, thcy are vertical. It can be done 

to dic lcft or the riglit margin. Vertical underluung is used to 

indicate that a whole paragraph is important When an asterisk 
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is added next to the ime, it means that the paragraph is "very 

important; if a question mark is used instead, the meanmg 

changes to "unclear", "doubt" or "difflcult to understand"26. 

What's Selective Underfinine  Useful for? 

More than being a previous step for summarizin, underhmng is a 

very helpful tool for developmg reading skills. Garza (1999) as well as 

other authors, agree thai underlmmg is useful to "make readers more 

effective and efficient"27  

Among other purposes, underlining is useful for: 

1 It makes reading an mteractive process, so it leads to 

better comprehension and the transformation of the 

original text, facilitatmg the reader's conceniration and 

attention. 

2 It facilitates the comprehension of any text, since 

underimed ideas, phrases, and keywords are ordered. 

3 	It helps the learner to review study materials because the 

most importani dala is selected, so it saves time. 

4 It aids cntical reading, smce it focuses on interesting 

ideas, not on secondry details 

5 	It helps to make schemas and summaries. 

6 	It facilitates memorization. 

26  Batista A. El Subrayado Como Estrategia Cognitiva de Aprendtzaje Panamá 2001 
27 Garza, & Ma Aprender Cómo Aprender 2da ed México Tnttaa IT SM, Unvetaidaci Virtual 1999 75-

87 
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In relation lo how lo teach students selective underlining, Jones has 

suggestions that are very useful: "Practice selective underlming for different 

purposes: underline key vocabulary and its definitions or explanations, and 

use iflis as an opportunity lo focus on how authors reveal the meaning of 

new terms within the context. Or have students underline cause and effect. 

Or ask them lo underime the facts and concepts that support a particular 

view point, as might be useful with a strategy such as opinzon - pro0 f 28  

Remember you are hmíted only by your own imagination with teaching and 

applymg selective underlining."29  

Other consideratioris presented by Jones for teaching selective 

underlming are the followrng: 

1 Realize that not every single bit of text you have 

students read is m a textbook and untouchable. 

2 Corisider seeking out appropriate content sources, such 

as newspapers, short stories, magazines and other kind 

of literature for them lo realize that they can transfer the 

application of this skill lo other situations. 

3 When iflere are textbooks that cannot be marked in. To 

teach (he strategy, photocopy a page or two out of the 

text that students use and distribute it lo them. Make an 

overhead of that selection for yourself. Model for them 

28 Opuuon Proof is anoher strategy prcsented ni ReadzngQuest org by iones al 
tittp CUITy edachool virgima.edi.ilgolre&Iquest/sttat/optnion-proof html 

29  Jones, R C hnp //cunv edsçhoQl virginia edu/go/readquest/stratlunderlrne html  2001 
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and guide them in practicing the strategy on the 

photocopies. 

4 Students rnight also use different colors m their 

underlining The main idea could be blue, the detail idea 

1 eould be red., and the detail idea 2 could be green. 

Batista (2001), also presents hints lo use the technique of underlining 

effectively, sorne of thern are similar lo Jones's. They are presented lo the 

reader's consideration in order lo provide as rnuch mformation as possible lo 

faciitate his comprehension on how lo apply underlining with effectiveness. 

o The text should be read at least twice before underlining. 

• Different colors or the symbois mosi altractive lo the reader 

should be used. 

• The underlining should be clear, precise, and concise. 

• Do not abuse of thís strategy, underline only the relevant ideas, 

phrases or words. 

According to Batista and Aula (1998), it is important lo know when lo 

apply underlining. The most appropnate situation is when the reader needs 

lo study a very complex and large text; and it has lo be analyzed and 

suinmarized. 

Underlining must be done when the subject is reading for 

comprehension; it rneans that you should not underline a text the first time 
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you look at it, but durmg a second or third reading. "The underlining 

technique should be used at the same time as compreheisive reading, during 

(he second or third reading, but never durmg the first reading, since you do 

not have a holistic vision of the text yet and you ignore what is important"30  

Underlining aliows elaborating and organizing knowledge in such a 

way it can be understood better, at the time it is internalized, in a meaningful 

way "Underlining must be done m such a way that when you review the 

text laiter, the underlined words could be read and (he main ideas, important 

details and definitions could be understood immediately"31. It aliows the 

reader lo select and organize knowledge 111 a meaningful and effective way 

and therefore, it is a greal aid for scif-leaming. 

Finaily, it is important to remember that underlining is a srategy that 

can be combined with other strategies, such as reading comprehension and 

summanzing, which are withrn (he scope or this study and others such as 

queslwn:ng ¡he author, power zhrnk,ng and opinion - proo/2 , which are not 

subject of this study because they are not used in our academic environment 

SCIIEMA 

A schema, according to Salas (1996) one of (he specialists in this 

subject, is "a synthesis that summanzes, in a logically structured way, (he 

30  Salas, M Técnicas de estudio para Secundaria y Universidad Pedagogía, Madrid Novena Edición, 
1999 

3' Batista, A El Subrayado Como Estrategia Cogniuva de Aprendizaje Panamá 2001 
32  iones, R. C http ilcurry edschoot virginia eduJgp/readcucst/strat html 2001 
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previously underlined texi, and establishes the dependency knots among 

main ideas and secondary ideas, the details and specífic points 

Dependency knots are the main information nuclei and their supporting data. 

The Encyclopedia Aula (1998) provides a siinpler and bnef delinition of 

schema: "Schema is the graphic frammg of the main ideas of a text and its 

forrnat".34  A schema should have an organized structure; the essential 

structure of any schema is as foliows: 

• Tit]e 

• Main ideas (developing the topic) 

• Secondary ideas (clarifying details about the main ideas) 

In order to do a good and useful schema, it is important to follow 

sorne steps. Sánchez (1997), advices: "To do a good schema, one should 

start from a well underlined text, next, one should start analyztng the content 

of the text with the purpose of discovering lts internal siructure. It is 

convenient to distmguish among the different types of texts to use the most 

appropnate schema rnodel."35  Schema drawing also has sorne requirements 

regarding presentation and content organization; the following are very 

important and should always be taken into account. 

o Schemas must be presented on a single page because they are 

visualization units; moreover, sorne authors state that the whole 

33 Saias, , M. Tcmcas de estudio para Sesundaria y Universidad Pedagogia, Madrid Novena Edición, 
1999 

34 Aula Curso do Orientación Escç (1998 Cultural, 5 A. De Ediciones Poligono industrial 
Arroyomoiinos Calle C, núm 15, Móstoles Madrid- España 

15  Sánchez, A. Estrategia de Trabo Intelectual para la Atención de la Diversidad Perspectiva Didáctica 
Ediciones Ajibe España 1997 p 75 
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Iesson or reading selection should appear in the schema because 

it is a skeleton of what was read. In order to provide a hohstic 

view of the topic, thcy should not be cut. 

• Phrases and concepis must be brief and meaningful, so schemas 

should be bricf, precise, and coneise 

• Alí the important concepts must be included within the schema 

in a clear way, presenting the logical structure of the text and 

expressmg subordination of the main and secondary ideas 

There are different types of schemas; Sánchez states that the best-

known and used types of schemas are: bracket model, decimal model, 

simplified model, and synoptic chart The best-known and more cornmonly 

used schemas in Panamanian schools and universities are the following 

• Synoptic Charts: This type of schemas can be constructed using 

braces, brackets; nwnbers, or letters, or it can be a mixture of 

afi the elements previously mentioned 

• FIow Diagrams: These are iconic representations of a structure, 

a system, or a process. 

• Graphic and Conceptual Schemas. Thesc are verbal and iconic 

structures of reIationhip leveis, interrelationships of main and 

subordinate ideas They give an excellent hohstic and structural 

vision of a topic. 
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Schemas, as well as the previously discussed strategies, are important 

for the leamer. The reader can use them to measure his/her understanding of 

any text. "Schernas help to structure Iogically the ideas of a topic, 

facilitating lis comprehension when making itS structure hohstic"36  Salas 

(1997) and Batista (2001), state that schemas are important for the following 

reasons; 

• The mental activity developed by the student to stru.cture the 

schema increases his/her interest and concentration,, as weU the 

retention of the rnost significant information. 

• The logical structure of schemas facilitates comprehension 

since the sequence is an organized body easy to assimilate 

• Smce schemas impact sight, they make visual memory work., so 

the capacity to remember is remforced because the student 

receives multi- sensorial stiinulus. 

• When we make schemas, we can perceive the content in a 

holistic way (at a single look); the structure of the topic and a 

whole view of the topic facilitates the comprehension and recali 

of information. 

• When students are taught and practiced in doing schemas, they 

develop analysis and synthesis skills and capacity 	By 

analyzing, the most meaningful and relevant information frorn 

the text is inferred; synthesizing interrelationships are 

established. 

Sánchez. A. Estrategia de Trabajo Intelectual para la Mención de la Diversidad Perspectiva Didáctica 
Ediciones Ajibe EspaM 1997 
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• Schemas let the learner classify and orgarnze the mformation 

• Schemas save time at the moment when the student needs to 

grasp and internalize the main idea or topic of an academic text 

for accessing, reconstructing, and understanding in a 

meaningful and effective way. 

With regard to why and how to use schemas as a learning sirategy for 

the reading - writing class, it should be pointed out that Batista (2001) and 

Díaz (1998) consider that schemas help the reader to assunilate the 

information presented in a text. "Schemas help the learner understand 

concepts, through visual explanation or representation; they also aid 

retention because they provide visual meinory work. They awaken interest 

and inotivation; and fmally, schemas facilitate the access and reconstruction 

of infotmation"37  Taking aH this into account, it is argued that students, 

who are trained to use tbis leaming strategy, will understand any kirid of 

reading material more easily and faster than those who do not know how to 

deal with schemas. Makmg schemas is similar to wnting outlines, so once 

the learners are accustomed to making schemas, it will be easier for tbem to 

wnte well-organized outlines. Another benefit is that wnting synthesis, 

analysis or essays about the material read will be an easier task because the 

schema with the key pomts iogically organuzed will be a springboard for the 

wnting component of the course and once the students have assiinilated the 

mosi important information, restating, citing and paraphrasmg, and linking 

" Batista, A. Los Esquemas como Estrategia de Aprendizaje para la Captación Holística de los 
Conocimientos Panamá 2001 
Díaz, F y Muna, 1 El Desarrollo de Habilidades Cognoscitivas para Promover el Estudio independiente 
Tecnología yComu,ucaciónF4ucatIva ILCE México, Año 12, N127 1998 
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the facts provided by the reading with real life will be an easy task because 

by making schemas, we also Iearn to assimilate and understand the rhetorical 

conventions as well as the connotalions of different types of reading 

material, and this facilitates writing. 

CONCEPT MAPPLNG 

This strategy has been Ieft as the last one not because it is the least 

important but because this is the most complex and because the other 

strategles constitute previous steps for domg concept maps. Novak (1977) 

created this technique in order to provide a practica] response to Ausubel's 

Meaningful Verbal Learning Theory 38  The fundamental idea in Ausubel's 

cognitive psychology is that learning takes place by the assimilation of new 

concepis and propositions into existing concept propositional frameworks 

heid by the learner. Concept mapping involves a cognitive process m which 

the learner has to organize hierarchically the knowledge and thought m order 

to reason rigorously m such a way as to construct knowledge; it can be 

stated that this is a technique to develop thinking. "Concept maps have their 

ongin in the learning movement called constructivism. In particular, 

constructivists hoid that prior knowledge is used as a framework to learn 

new knowledge. lii essence, how we think influences how and what we 

leam. Concept maps identify the way we think, the way we see relationships 

between knowledge."39  

30 Ausube!, D P (1963) Tite psychology of meanrngfi.il verbal leaming New York, NY Gnine & 

Stratton 

39 Walker, G Concept Mapping and Curnculum Design 
http //www ute duJTeachipgResourCeCCfltCt/COflCePtS html 1997 
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Concept mapping is a relatively recently discovered learning strategy 

m the Panamanian educational system, mainly at the university level, 

though, concept maps have been used since the 1960's. Concept maps were 

first used by Joseph D. Novak of Come!! University in the 1960s (Lansing, 

1997). 

Defining what is a concept map is not an easy task because it depends 

on the pedagogical focus the reader places it,, though, the foliowing 

definitions will provide enough basis lo the reader lo understand what is a 

concept map and the multiple exploitation possibilities this strategy has in 

the classroom, especially for the reading and writlng class. 

Novak and (3owin (1988 19), Ontoria (1996) and Batista (2001) 

present three defmitions of concept mapping: 

1. Concept mapping  as a strategy. This is an example of a simple 

but powerful strategy lo help students leamn and lo help teachers 

organize the materials that are lo be leamed. 

2. Concept mapping as a method. It is a rnethod lo help students 

and teachers lo grasp the meaning of the matertais that are 

going lo be learned. 

3. Concept mapping as a resource. It is a schematic resource lo 

represent a group of conceptual meanmgs included in a 

structure of propositions. 

The ¡naln concern of this paper is lo analyze the usefulness of concept 

mapping as a strategy lo help students learn, especially lo sharpen their 
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readmg comprehension and writing skills. Within this context, the teacher 

can use concept mapping to obtain different aims as Lanzing (1997) 

proposes: "Concept mapping can be done for severa¡ purposes"40  

• To generate ideas (brain storming, etc.); 

• To design a complex structure (long texts, hyperinedia, large 

web sites, etc); 

• To communicate complex ideas; 

• To aid leammg by explicitly integrating new and oid 

knowledge; 

• To assess understanding or diagnose misunderstanding. 

The first of the objeclives usted before can work as a pre reading 

activity, as well as a pre writing activity; the second one can be another pre-

writing activity to substitute outlinmg; the third point can be the writing task 

itself, while the fourth point is equal to feedback, and the last one 

corresponds to evatuation. As it can be appreciated, concept mapping is a 

strategy that can be adapted to any moment of the teachmg process; of 

course, the professor must avoid abusing of its appiication. 

Concept maps are tools for organizmg and representmg knowledge. 

]ley have a particular format. "Knowledge graphs are networks of 

concepts. Networks consist of nodes (points/vertices) and Iinks (arcs/edges). 

Nodes represent concepts and links represent the relations between concepts. 

40 Lanzin, J The Concept Mapprng Homepage AvaiabIe on!me at 
httç IIuexs.e4te utwentp nIñanzinftm_home tutu 
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Concepts and sornetimes links are labeled. Links can be non-, uni- or 

bi-directional. Concepts and links may be categorized, they can be simply 

associative, specified or divided m calegones such as causal or temporal 

relations."4 ' 

In a concept map, the concepts are usually enclosed in circies or ovais, 

and relationships between concepts or propositions, mdicated by a 

coimecting une between two concepts. Words on the lime specify the 

relaiionship between the two concepts. We define a concept as a perceived 

regularity in events or objects, or records of events or objects, designated by 

a label. The label for rnost concepts is a word, although sometimes we use 

symbois such as + or %. Propositions are staternents about sorne object or 

event in the universe, either naturaily occurring or constructed. Propositions 

contin two or more 

concepts connected 

%í: 	 7—  \ r 
with other words to 

form a meaningful 

statement. 

ARBORETUM 

it 

1 	' 	 riset 
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Another characteristic of 

concept maps is that the 

concepts are represented in a 

hierarchical fashion with the 

rnost inclusive, rnost general 

concepts at the top of the map 

and the more specific, less 

general concepts arranged  

hierarchica!Iy bellow. 	"A 

concept map consists of 
Illustration 2 

hierarchically arranged nodes 	A Hierarchical Concept Map 

or celis that contain a concept, item or question and Tabeled hnks. The 

re!ationships between nodes/ concepts are indicaled by "linking" words and 

an arrow symbol to describe the direction of the relationship."42  Concept 

maps also contaifi cross-links, ariother important characteristic. Cross-Tinks 

are relationships (propositions) between concepts in different domains of the 

concept map; they help us to see how sorne domains of kziowledge 

represented on the map are related to each other. In the creation of new 

knowledge, cross-links often represent creative leaps on the part of the 

knowledge producer. There are two features of concept maps that are 

important rn the facilitation of creative thinking: the hierarchical structure 

i.hat is represented in a good map and the ability to search for and 

characterize cross-Iinks. A final fealure that may be added to concept maps 

are specific examples of events or objects that help to clarify the meaning of 

a given concept. "A good concept map is concise and shows the 

42  Batista, Ángel M Los 	 a_deAprendi  e  Vcerre1ona de 
Extensión. Umverstdiid de Panamá Panamá Rep De Panamá 20(fl 
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relationships among the main ideas in a simple or attractive way, taking 

advantage of the noticeable human capacity for universal representation."43  

SYSTEMS CDrsce,pi'Ms 

Novak and Gowm stated bnefly 

the mam characteristies of concept maps, conciseness and mclusiveness; but 

there are other elements that are charactenstie of concept maps, and they are 

usted in the foliowing unes: 

1. Proposition: this is made up of two or more concepis joined by 

words to fonn a semantic unit. This semantie unit confirms or 

denles something about a concept; it goes beyond its 

denomination. 

43 Novak, 3 and Gowin, B Learwn9 to Learn. New York, Cambridge Unwersity Press 1984 
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2. Concept the concepts are defined by Novak (1998 22) as 

references to events or happenings, anything that occurs or is 

provoked, and also as objects. 

3. Join:ng words: tliese are the words used to join concepts and 

pomt out the kind of relationslup that exists between them 

Batista (2001), Ontoria (1996) and other authors suggest the leamer to 

follow a series of steps in order to do concept mappmg The following steps 

should be followed carefully in order to construct a concept map, they can 

be followed individually, in small groups, or with the participation of the 

whole class, 

1. Identify the key concepts within the text, and make a List of 

them; Iiiniting the number of concepts to ten., especially during 

the first attempts to do tius. 

2. Order the concepts on the list, begrnning with the most general 

or inclusive (on top of the map), to the most specilic (a the 

bottom of the map). 

3 Join the concepts with unes. Label them with joining words. 

These should define the relationship between the two concepts 

to be read as a real phrase or "proposition." 
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Novak (1984), presents a set of basic steps for making a concept map, 

under the titie "Constructing (]ood Concept Maps" 	In addition to this, 

other authors have also presented brief and systeinatical ways of making 

concept map. "Steps in Making a Concept Map"45  

Constructing Good Concept Maps 

[u leaming to construct a concept map, it is important to begin witb a 

domain of knowledge that is very familiar to the person constructing the 

map. Since concept maps structures are dependent on the context in wbich 

they will be used, it is best to identify the segiment of a text, Jaboratory 

activity, or particular problem or question that one 15 trying to understand. 

This creates a context that WiH help to determine the hierarchical structure of 

the concept map. It is also helpful to select a limited domain of knowledge 

for the first concept maps. 

Once a domain has been selected, the next step is to identify the key 

concepts that apply to this domain. These could be listed; and then, from 

this hst a rank order should be established from the most general, most 

inclusive concept for this particular problems or situation, to the most 

specific, least general concepts. Although this rank order may be only 

approxnnate, it helps to begin the process of map constniction 

« Novak, J Clanfy w,th Concept Maps A 1001 for studenis and teachers alike The Sciençe Teacher, 
58(7), 45-4 

4 WaIker, G H. TRC Concepi Mappang and Currículo Design Availabie onli.ne al 
http //www utc.edu/Teachingreource-Center/concepts,html  2002 
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The next step is to construct a preliminary concept map. This can be 

done by writing ah of the concepts on "post.-its," or preferably by using this 

computer software program. Post-jis allow a group to work on a white 

board or buteher paper and to move concepts around easiJy. This is 

necessary as one begins to struggle with the process of building a good 

hierarchical organization. Computer software programs46  are even better m 

that they ahlow the concepts to be moved together with Iinküig statements, as 

well as the movement of groups of concepts and links to restructure the map 

They can also result m a computer príntout, producing a nice product that 

can be e-mailed or in other ways easily shared with collaborators or other 

interested parties. 

It is important to recognize that a concept map is never tinished.47  

After a preliminary map is constructed, it is always necessary to revise this 

map. Good maps usually undergo from three to many revisions. This is one 

reason why computer software is helpful. 

A.fter a prehminary map is construçted, cross-links should be souglit. 

These are Jinks between different domains of knowledge on the map that 

help to illustrate how these domains are related to one another. FrnalIy, the 

map should be revised, concepts positioned in ways that lend clarity, and a 

"fmal" map prepared. 

46 L.anzin, J The Concept  Mapnng Homepage Available onhne at 
W  /Iusers edte uwente nl! anzing/cmjome htm p 3 of 4 

47 Landsberger, J Concept- or mind-maprng Last revisad September 04, 2002 Sinved from the web site 
of the Uruversity of Si Thomas, St Paul, Minnesota p 3 out of3 
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Wben computer software is used, one can go back and change the size 

and font style lo "dress up" the concept map. 

It is importani lo help siudenis recognize that afi concepts are in sorne 

way related to one anoiher. Therefore, it is necessary to be selective rn 

identifring cross-lmks, ami to be as precise as possible m identifying hnking 

words thai connect concepts. In addition, one should avoid "sentences in the 

boxes" since this usually indicates that a whole subsection of (he map could 

be constructed from the statement in (he box. "String rnaps" illustrate either 

poor understanding of the material or an inadequate restrucluring of the map. 

Students often observe that it is hard to add hinkmg words onto their 

concept map ]lis is because they only poorly understand the relationship 

between (he concepts, and it is the hinking words thai specify this 

relationship. Once students begin to focus on good Iinking words, and also 

on the identification of good cross-Iinks, they can see that every concept 

could be related lo every other concept. Ibis also produces sorne friistration, 

and they rnust choose to identify (he most prominent and mosi use ful cross-

links. This process involves what Bloom48  (1956) identified as high leveis 

of cognitive performance, namely evaluation and synthesis of knowledge 

48  Mm Hgh! Bloom's Taxonomy Breakdown Roles. Pmce 
of (he CQutIve Dqmatn Available online ex btgchak com/cumculum-destgnfCumculum-Design- 
AidslThe Learning.Sptral & Veión28tgResource 

'ir, T orn' t . 
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There are different types of concept maps49, according to the type of 

material read and the objective of the course Among the most commonly 

used types of concept maps rn our media, the foliowing can be mentioned: 

spider web and lineal concept map. 

Using concept mapping, as well as the other strategies discussed in 

Ihis study, has advantages. "The construction of concept maps is one of the 

most effective procedures in order to achieve meaningful learning and 

develop cogmtive strategies in the students."50  

Sánchez and Batista, as well as other authors, agree that concept 

mapping is a strategy that really produces meaningful learning and helps 

students lo develop otber Jearning strategies. "To date, concept mapping has 

been used in a variety of educational settmgs. It is a valuable leaming 

tool. . "' When properly taught and applied in class, concept mapping wll 

facilitate the construction of knowledge individually or in groups by the 

students. In the long run, the application of this strategy should produce 

more analyttcal students, who should be able to process any kind of 

information they read. 

49 Aula Curso de Onentact6n Escalar (1998) Cutiusl S A. de Ediciones Polígono Industrial 
Arroyomolinos Calle C, núm. 15, Móstoies Madnd-España 

° Sánchez, A. Estrategia de Trabajo Iineletuapara l.4tenc'óiij la Diverjdad Pitrspodiva  Qgiiç.a 
Ediciones Aljibe España. 1997 

51  Devim, T M. Concept Mapping A Sirategy for Meaningful Learning Innovations in Basic Science 
Teaching asid Learning Available calme as 
http ffwww google consfsearch?qcache GRgXuoQQZ3sC iamse org/pub/bse-1995f5-1 1-13 
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Sánchez (1998) cited m Batista (2001) presents the following 

advantages of usmg concept mapping as a learning strategy in class: 

1. It is useful to discnmin ate meanrngfu] information from 

superficial mformation. 

2. This is an activity that generales logical personal reflection. 

3. They facilitate comprehensive memory. 

4. They also facilítale metacognition (thínking about what was 

thought). 

5. It is a good way lo evaluate the student's work 

6. It is a good strategy lo foster divergent thought, since 

inclusion and belongmg relationships can be estabhshed It 

develops imagination, creativeness and critica¡ thinking. 

As it was already stated, concept mapping has a variety of applícation 

within a broad range of domams; this is why it can be perfectiy applied 

within the reading and writmg cJass from the wann - up stage until the 

evaluation stages. 

Tlie fol]owing stralegies were Lnot part of the study, bul they are also 

imporlani lo develop reading eoinprehenion., since one of the porposes of 

r.his sludy is lo provide he]pful information lo in-service leachers, 

res earchers axiíl students., r1evant in.ftrmation about semantie mapping and 

text book note-liking has been included in this chapter. 
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SEMANTIC MAPPING 

Researchers have defined semantic mapping technique as being used 

to motívate and involve students in the thinking, reading, and understanding 

of a text. 

The foliowing are Mori & Mon (1993) suggestions for usmg semantic 

mapping successfully: 

1 	Select a word central to the topic. 

2 Display the target word. 

3 Invite the student to generate as many words as possible 

that relate to the target word. 

4 Have the student write the generated words in categones. 

s Have the student labe! categories. 

6 From this list, construct a map. 

7. Lead the class in a discussion that focuses on identifying 

meanings and uses of words, clanfyrng ideas, highligbting 

major conclusions, identifying key elements, expanding ideas, 

and suzniriarizing information. 
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TEXT BOOK NO TE TA KING 

"There are al least four reasons for taking notes on text book material. 

1) It reinforces learning of the information. 

2) It encourages selection of the main ideas and details in order to 

visualize the overali oranization of the text. 

3) It creates a shortened version of the text with aH the essential 

information recorded for future exam review. 

4) It helps to improve concentration. 

Five of the most important tips for textbook notetakmg are usted 

below. 

• Fimsh reading before taking notes. 

o Students should not read. the entire chapter, but should read 

through long paragraphs or headed sections of the text before 

recording notes. If one waits until the end to write notes, he/she 

may forget sorne of the important ideas and supporting details. 

But by reading small sections al a time, one has enough 

information from which to choose the most important ideas, 

without losing track of the flow of ideas. The most important 

concepts are reinforced before the reader moves on to the next 

section, making leaming a cumulative process. 

• Be very selective about what is recorded. 

o It takes practice to leam how to select the most important ideas 

in a reading, but rernember that the goal of note taking isto 
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produce a shortened version of the text. Be selective so that 

only the basic concepts are recorded In order to decide what 

mformation should be noted, skim or preview the text first or 

see what the instructor has emphasLzed in the lecture. 

Use youi own words. 

o Because the chances of comprehending and remembenng 

information are greatly improved when the work is one's own, 

take the extra time to paraphrase important material. The time 

spent trying to understand a passage and record the main ideas 

in on&s own words is the single most important investment of 

time a reader can make. 

Work quickly and efficiently. 

o Note taking does not have to be painful or time consuming. 

Read, think, write, and move on. The rewards will come at test 

time. 

Use orgamzational strategies. 

o Notes should be organi7ed according to one of the strategies 

discussed in the Note taking page or in the Organization page. 

Pie Come¡] method is a good choice because it aliows one to 

organize and to recali actively and quickly the main points of 

the text."' 

2 Learmng Strteges Database downloaied from the web site 
hrtp I/musk rngum eduIuca1IdtabseJnorctakin html#OrganiztIon 
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FmaIIy, it is important to remark lhat the bibliography presented here 

serves as a reference for those who are interested in adapting the strategies 

discussed lo their class needs and conditions. It is believed lhat it would be 

very productive for the students who enter the Bachelor program or the 

technical career in English, iT ¡he teachmg of the previously discussed 

strategies were mcorporated mto their readmg and writíng class. 



CRAPTER III 
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SAMPLE 

This study was conducted m the Universidad de Panamá, Centro 

Regional de Veraguas, which is located on Calle Décima Final, Vía San 

Francisco. This center is surrounded by Barriada La Esmeralda, Barriada 

Las Delicias, the Instituto Urracá and the Centro de Salud de Canto del 

Llano, as well as a porlion of the Barriada San Martín. 

The Centro Regional de Veraguas had, at the time this study was 

undertaken, an enrolhnent of 5464 students distnbuted among thirteen 

faculties. This branch of the Universidad de Panamá has four buildings 

devoted to classrooms for the different faculties and schools, as well as 

computer labs with internet service, and laboratones for chemistry, biology, 

home economics; geography, and photo development. There is also an 

auditorium, a cafetena, a library, a bookstore, an adminislration building, an 

office/room for audiovisual resources, professors' rooms equipped with 

desks, tables, chairs, swivel chairs; a PC with internet connection, a message 

board, an electronic typewnter, a TV set and air conditioning. The center 

has a student's center, an office for the administrative personnel of the 

employee's union; diere is a gymnasium, a soccer/ softball court, and also a 

volleyballlbasketball court. Within the university, diere are facilities such as 

copymg machines, medical services (clinic), and Internet. 

The Universidad de Panamá, Centro Regional de Veraguas had, at the 

time dic research was conducted, a teaching staff of 251 professors, twenty-

five of whom were English professors. 
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At the time this research was carned out, the School of English had an 

enrollment of 268 students The total of students attendmg first year at that 

time were eighty-four, thirty men and fifiy-four women. For this research., 

the eighty four students of first year were the target population of the study, 

since the research was intended to focus on first year groups of the School of 

English. The researcher contacted the three teachers who taught the Reading 

and Writing courses aL that time and explamed them that she needed to give 

training in learning sirategies to a haif of each group m order to conduct an 

experimental research for a month With the consent of each teacher, the 

researcher selected the Ireatment group randomly, by choosrng each second 

student from each teacher's role. 

The School of English functions in an area known as the English 

Department with three classrooms that are air conditioned and well lighted, 

with white boards and small bulletrn boards. The doors have a glass 

window, each room has two fans. Al! the three rooms have desk chairs, and 

a table and a chair for the teacher. 

The researcher was m charge of the groups for five hours a week, 

during a month. The pre-test was administered a week before the beginning 

of the instruction penod, while the post-test was administered immediately 

after the treatment group finished the Iraining penod. Once again, the 

researcher obtained permisson lo appy the post--test to the whole groups the 

Monday afier finishing Ihe üaining period wiih the ireatment groups. 
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Regardmg the study materials for Readmg and Writing (Eng 170), the 

students of the Bachelor program group used the book Jnteraclions 1, a 

reading skiiis book; the students attending the afternoon techni cal group 

used copies from Mosaic 1 facilitated by their professor; while the students 

of the night shift course used copies from different bibhographic sources 

facilitated also by the professor. 

In order to avoid the students of the treatment group to delay ni 

comparison with their classmates of the control group, while attendmg the 

trainmg on learning strategies, the researcher decided to teach them learning 

strategies, but appiy them to their class material. 

The students who constituted the groups under study, carne from 

different socio-cultural backgrounds and from different academic programs 

in higli school, moreover, they carne from different arcas of Veraguas 

Provmce, as well as from neighboring provinces such as Coclé and Herrera. 

The students, who were enrolled ni the Bachelor prograin, constituted a 

more homogeneous group regardmg their age range, since their ages range 

from 17 to 23 years oid. In the techmcal career groups, the age range is 

more heterogeneous, from 17 to 45 years oid. In addition to this, many of 

Ihese students work, have chíldren, or are taking English as a second career. 

PROCEDURE 

This study is applied research using experimental techniques. It has 

been conducted foliowing the steps presented below. 
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The professional hierature related to the topic under investigation was 

reviewed and the most Important poinis are presented m summary in the 

second chapter of this document entitied the Review of the Literature 

The cooperation of ah the Enghish professors who taught Re.admg and 

Writing to first year students in the Bachelor program, and the afternoon and 

evening groups of the technical career was requested and received. 

In order to select the treatment group, the students were selected 

randomly from each of the three professors' roles, each second student out 

of the 84 of first year became part of the treatment group, and the remarning 

students were part of the control group 

The groups were organized nl such a way that the students of the 

treatment groups attended a different room with the researcher, while the 

control groups stayed in the usual place with the teacher m charge of the 

course. Prior to the training penod, a pretest was adrnmistered to the control 

and the treatment groups. After the pre-test, the treatment groups were 

trained m summary writing, schema making, and concepi mapping for a 

penod of four consecutive weeks; and then a post-test was administered to 

the control and the treatment groups in order to determine whether the 

students of the treatment groups had improved their reading comp rehension 

leve!. During the firsi contact with each group, the students were explained 

the .nalure, the requiremenis and the reasons for undertaking this study; 

indeed, they were requested to keep everythrng they did ni class for 
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themselves, they could exchange ideas among the members of the treatment 

group, but they were not allowed to do so wflh the students that remained m 

the control group. 

On the researcher's side, al! the information related to the experiment 

and the way the experience developed was maintained as a secret Externa¡ 

variables such as previous experiences of the students could not be 

controlled. The researcher provided all the advanced organl2ers. that the 

treatment group could require to work with the different reading rnaterials, 

nevertheless differences in educational and cultural background are externa] 

vanables that could not be controhled completely. 

A questionnaire was applíed to ah the students of the three groups lo 

obtain information about their expenence dealing wtth the learning strategies 

discussed in this document before entering university, in their mother tongue 

or m the second language. The professors, who instructed these students of 

the Íirst year, were interviewed about their attitude toward reading and the 

teaching and practice of cognitive Iearmng strategies m their reading and 

writing class; they were also asked about the methodology that they were 

using to teach ibis course. 

The procedure lo train the groups in the use of the different strategies 

always mvolved a demonstration, questioning and noticing., explanation; 

more questions and practice m individual forni, in pairs, and also in groups, 
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and a pienary at the end of each class based on the practices they had done 

each day. 

The data resulting from the pre-test, the post-test, and the interview 

made to the students; as well as from observations made during the 

development of the training penod were analyzed and interpreted, and the 

resulting conclusions are presented in the fourth chapter of this research, 

entitied Findings and Conclusions. Finaily, based upan the conclusions, 

recommendations were fonnulated and are also presented in the final chapter 

of this docuinent, 
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OBSERVATIONS 

During the data gathering process, many bibliographic sources were 

available at the Iibrary of the Centro Regional Universitario de Veraguas, 

sorne others were facilitated by university professors of the School of 

English, others belonged to the researcher and much more up-dated material 

was strived from the world wide web, from many different web sites which 

are usted at the end of this paper m the bibliography. Fortunately, there was 

enough bibliography available lo document ifle research 

Regardmg the experimental phase of this research, it was received a 

lot of support and guidance from all the professors whose cooperation was 

requested, within the Bachelor program in English, and the technical career 

in English., where the study was conducted at the Centro Regional 

Universitario de Veraguas 

The students of all the three groups of first year were cooperative and 

patient; rnoreover, they showed real interest on ah the tasks they were 

assigned dunng the trairnng process. It was very positive for the researcher 

to receive the requests of sorne students who, were not selected to be part of 

the treatment groups to be included; unfortunately, it was not possib!e to 

avoid bias in the research. The only difficulties related to the behavior of the 

participants were found in the aftemoon shifi group, and it was 

understandable because the students received their training session at the end 

of the reading and writing class, so the students who had to leave Santiago 

early to avoid missing the 5:30 of 6:00 pm. bus were anxious and eager to 
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fin,sh quickly. With the night shift group, the situation was similar lo the 

moming shift group, they recewed the (raining on learmng strategies at the 

time the rest of their classmates were receiving their classes, of course the 

professor's consent was obtained first. Unfortunately, this group presented 

discipline problems. The researcher had lo sort this barrier m order lo 

complete the expenmental stage of this research. 

FINIMNGS 

A pre-test intended lo test comprehension and lo determine which 

strategies first year students used while they read, was administered,. After 

applymg the pre-test lo the eighty four students, of the three groups of first 

year, a grcrnp of ifie Bachelor program in English and two groups of the 

technician 'wilh special formation in English program, the following resutts 

emerged: 

4 The only leaming strategy thai twenty one perceni (eighteen 

students) of the meinbers of the sample group appbcd while 

reachng was underlining. 

4 The only type of underlining that they apphed was simple 

horizontal underlining or lineal underlining 

4 The students who apphed underlining, began underlining since 

they began lo read 
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4 The students who used any underlining technique, Just used 

lineal underlining to signal the words or phrases that they did not 

understand or were new to ticm; otherwise, they did not apply 

any other type of underlrning or strategy to interact wíth the tea 

4 	The highest seores (20 and 22 [C an 13] points out of 25) in the 

pre test were not made precisely by the students who applied 

underlming to their reading, 

4 The students who apphed sorne underlining scored from 

deficient to barely approved (15 to 17 points [1)7 or 18 [C] 

points out of 25). 

4 	Not all the students who used underlining (23%) to interact with 

the text finished the pre-test faster than the students who did not 

apply any strategy al al! (77%), the task was time consuining 

Regarding the questions made to the sample group, during the first 

week of the trairnng, the results were as follows: 

To question one addressed as whether the participants were toid about 

learning strategies and how to use thern while they were in higb school, the 

results were: just six percent of the participants stated that they were toid 

about learning strategies by any of their teachers while they were m higb 

school; the remaining ninety four percent of the participants siated that they 

did not hear anything about learning strategies while they attended higb 

school. 
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The second question was addressed to those respondents wbo 

answered yes to the first question It was addressed as which iearnmg 

strategies the participant knew, the answers were as follows: 

	

. 	The five respondents wbo answered affirmauvely to the first 

question, mentioned underlining 

Synoptic charts were mentioned by three of the five 

respondents. 

	

4 	All the five respondents mentioned concept inappmg.  

The third and Iast question made to the participants was whether they 

thought that they could apply learning strategies while they studied other 

subjects; they gaye the followmg answers: 

	

4 	Three of them answered yes. 

	

4 	The remauung two answered maybe. 

Regardmg the interview made to the professors in charge of the 

Reading and Wnting courses, the results were as foliows: 

The first question was addressed as wbether they considered that it 

was appropriate to incorporate the teaching of learnmg strategies to the 

teaching of reading and writing to first year students of the s4001 of 

English, they gaye the foliowing answer: 
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4 	Al] of the three intei-viewees stated thaI it would be inleresting 

and it would be beneficia¡ for the students because they Iacked 

reading skills and 1 earning strategies as well in their mother 

tongue, Spanish, so they could not transfer any skill or strategy 

lo their reading in the target language, English. Al] the three 

professors agreed that this fact was a serious handicap for their 

students. 

In relation lo the second and last question made lo the professors in 

charge of the Reading and Wntmg courses, as how was the course being 

developed; the three respondents stated thaI they were working in buildmg 

vocabulary; identification of text structure, recognition of mam ideas, 

mformation transfeT; understanding the text through context association and 

grammatical structures. Of course, they were also struggling very hard to 

(each them writing, but wriiing is fbI the topic of this study. 

During the mstruction or training penod, the researcher took the 

foliowing notes based on the observations made while the trainees worked in 

the tasks Ibey were as'igned, as weB as on personal information about the 

parucipants: 

4 	Al the beginning, the participanis thought that the only type 

of mark called underlining was a horizontal Irne below a 

piece of text. 
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' 	The students used to underime the text at first sight, 

consequently, they thought that everything was important, so 

they underlined almost everything. 

¿ 	They did not use to underhne selectively before 

summarizing 

4 	Before being expained the difference, they wrote synthesis, 

not summaries. 

14 	The schema they were more familiar with was the brace 

schema because they had used it a lot while being in high 

school. 

They knew what was a concept map, but they did not kiiow 

the difference between the two types of concept maps 

The trainees lack the information about the steps to follow 

m order to do concept maps. 

Prior to the post-test, the treatment group was given an 

assignment in whicb they were required to apply all the 

strategies that they had been explained; it was noticed that 

the younger participants worked more smooth]y than their 

older classmates. 

In the pre-test and the post-test, more students of the 

Bachelor program and the afternoon shift group of the 

technical career in English scored higher than students of the 

night shift group of the technical career m English; 

nevertheess, the students of the night shift group improved 

a little bit more in the post test 
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l' 	In the night shifl group, four of the students (13 % of the 

group) who made the best scores have sorne English 

background, moreover three of them have Itved nl an 

English speaking country, and another lived and attended 

elementary school in a country ni which English was the 

rnedium of instruction. Besides this fact, he had attended the 

Bachelor program forrnerly 

	

qk 	In the post-test, thirty three students, seventy seven percent 

(77%), of the treatment group scored from eighty to nrnety 

eight percent, while the remaining thirty three percent of the 

group seored among síxty to seventy nine percent On the 

other hand, the students who were part of the control group 

performed as foliows: seventeen students, forty one percent 

(41%) of the control group made scores ranging from 

seventy one percent Lo eighty five percent The remaining 

Lwenty-four students of the control group, fifty fine percent 

of the control group made scores under seventy percent. See 

Appendix A, to see statistic mforniation regarding 

enrollment; and Appendix B, to see the instruments (the pre-

test and the post-test). 

From the analysis of the results obtained ni the pre-test and 

the post-test, it could be stated that training students in the 

use of learning strategies helps them to interact more 

effectively with any kind of reading material, so they can 

understand it better and make better scores. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Afier collecting and analyzing the specialized bibliography related to 

the topic, developing the experimental stage; and also after applymg 

the pre-test and the post-test and analyzing the notes taken, the 

following conclusions were reached: 

. Definitely, tirst year students of both, the Rachelor program and 

the technical career in English lack basic reading skills and 

leaming strategies to face their reading materials at the urnversity. 

iuJ, Age is a variable that seems to influence a lot the acceptance, 

mternalization and application of new processes by learners. 

It is possible lo mcorporate the teachmg of learning strategies to 

the reading and writing class It takes time, but it is worth the 

effort. 

Even when not all the students applied underlining during the 

post-test, they were more agile and careful, and gaye more precise 

and concise answers than m the pre-test. 

' Training in learning strategies helps students to improve their 

comprehensive reading, but in order te determine which strategies 

are the most effectives for this purpose, it is needed another 

research for a longer period of time, with a more homogeneous 

group. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based upon the findmgs and conclusions, the foliowing 

recommendations are made: 

' 	It is recommended that once students have mastered the 

fundamental reading skills, they should be taught 

summarizing, schenia maldng and concept mapping within 

ilie reading ami writing class. 

It would be appropriate to teach them summanzing and 

schema making at Least during the first semester; then during 

the second semester they could be taught concept mappmg. 

v 	It is recommended that whenever different professors teach 

the same course to different groups, they unify criteria 

regarding the text book to use and the approach to develop 

the course because it helps to ensure that aH the students are 

obtarning the same knowledge ami the same quality of 

education smce they are attending the same university and 

the same school; it is healihier if any of the groups is 

assigned to a novice professor. 

¿ 	It is also recommended to the coordmation of the English 

Department to create ami preserve an electronic inatenal 

bank to help the professors in charge of reading ami writing 

course to assume the commitment of incorporatmg the 

teaching of learning strategies to their classes. 
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¿ 	Fmally, it is recommended that professors or students of the 

English Department, particularly, of the School of English 

undertake a further study related to this topic, m order to 

explore other possibilities and variables that were not 

considered in this study. 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE PANAMÁ 
CENTRO REGIONAL UNIVERSMAMO DE VERAGUAS 

COORDINACIÓN DE PLA41fICACIO4 
CANTIDAD DE PROFESORES, POR TIEMPO DE DEDtCACION 

SEGÚN CATEGORLA, 2001 

CATEGORÍA TOTAL 
o$r5[ NI EDIO 

AMPI 1 0 1 0 
AMI» 4 2 1 	2 0 
AMO 1 0 2 0 
AWN fr"---  4 14 0 

AGREGADO ti 6 5 0 
A51151 -1.--  4 i 29 

AUXAJAR ti 	_ 4 	 7 
EVitft 22 212 0 

1TFUL 38 33 3 
MANA vicrrAt. lb 247 

UNIVERSIDAD DE PANAMÁ 
CENTRO REGIONAL UNIVERSITARIO DE VERA° UAS 

COORDINACIÓN DE PLANIFICACIÓN 

CAN TI DAD DE PROFESORES 
TIEMPO PARCIALCOMPLETO Y MEMO POR FACULTAD 

I SEMESTRE DE 2001 

-IdelfiTA0 	1 	PROFESORES T. ~VI l'. PARCIAL ; fi. MEDÍ° 
Mm de Errt y Cont 	n -..., I  'Y 1 22 4 
Axlm. Publica 	 14 4 l lo 0 
Arritirtectton '5.-  0 1 5 0 
Betialt Atteg 7 	1 0 1 7 0 
Ctaticias Agropecu orlas 7 1 6 0 
CosulGas de fa Ercruc 65 7 I 57 1 
t‘ersdas Nal ,Exty Tm:. .. 175 21 1 22 	 16 
COMurucaCrán Sozzai 9 1 e 	o , ~yo 1 15 0 
Ecorrosnl a 32 9 ( 22 1 
Worm. Elott. y tom Id I 	2 1 7 1 
'Wenfirlfda)Chis SO 21 l 62 6 
011ontalowta -1-  I í 4 O 

SUMA TOTAL 351 	1 75 1 247 29 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE PANAMÁ 
CENTRO REGIONAL UNIVERS/TAMO DE VERAGUAS 

COORDINACIÓN DE PLANIFICACIÓN 
CANTIDAD DE PROFESORES, POR TIEMPO DE DEDICACIÓN 

SEGUN CATEGORIA. 200 

' 	CATEGORIA TOTAL 
7, 4 	• 11'1.. ir• • 	a 

ADJ1 ir 1 0 1 O 
ADJII 4 , 2 2 0 
Milll 	TI 2 0 	.. 2 0 
ADJIV 15 4 14 O 

AGRCOADO 1.1 6 5 O 
ASST y  4 1 29 

AtixibAR 
.- 11 4 7 0 

Ev1.1«. 334 	— , 22 212 0 
TITULAR 34 33 3 0 

SUMA TOTAL 351 75 - 
247 29 

UNIVERSIDAD DE PANAMÁ 
CENTRO 'REGIONAL UNIVERSTTARIO DE ~AGUAS 

‘COORDENACIÓN DE PLANIFICACIÓN 

CANTIDAD DE PROFESORES 
YiEN po-PARCIAL,COMPLETO Y MEDIO POR FACULTAD 

1 sailEURE DE 2001 

FACULTAD 	1 	Pftf5FÉSORE3 CMPITq Y PARetAl T. Id 	íZf• 
Ikrn. die Emp it-ent 3á 7 22 4 
Adra Púbica 14 4 10 0 
OriVillocturs 5 0 5 0 
11•111mI Mei 1 7 o 
timba Aweipsaiallas 7 

.-- 
1 e 0 

Candis dir 1 Educ 65 7 67 i 
lamáis 14tExt. y Tee 54 21 22 16 
'Comunicicedre Sociai 4 1 e 0 
Clett<ho 18 1 15 O 
Eccommte á2 	

- 9 s 22 1 
vida filia / Com. 10 2 'T 1 

, 	__KurnonitImmi 99 - 	21 82 8 	 
101dorttoklaw 	 5 1 4 0 
1 	SUMA TOTAL 	1 	361 1  1 

75 247 a 
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UMVERSIDAD DE PANAMA 
CENTRO REGIONAL U N1VERSrTARIO DE VERAGUAS 

FACULTAD DE HUMANIDADES 

MATR/CU LA POR SEXO 

i  SEMESTRE 	MUJERES 	HOMBRES  
2110 	490 I r9  

927 	I 	287  

2000 	 7991 
MATR1DULA POR TURNO 

í---S—EMESTRETtribl vEspRTIND !NOCTURNO  
2000 	 161 	148  
2001 	-314 	292 	209  
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UNIVERSIDAD DE PANAMA 

SEDE REGIONAL DE VRPGUAS 

DIRECCIÓN DE INVESTIGACIÓN Y POSTGRADO 

PROGRAMA DE MAESTRIA EN ENSEÑANZA DEL INGLES 

EVPIWAT1O TST 

COMPREHENSIVE READING TEST 

SCORE 	GRADE 

"lAME 	 Aviallable Points 25. 

DATE 	  

Read the foHowing text for comprehension Use ah the heaming strategies and 
reading skills that you know, then answer the questions 

//Dnruig file ia.J Jcctrjc compoless irnvc devekprd 31 çticii sin etiotinnotin.spred in tenns 01 

c.*pnefly. c'rnticniv intl veriIilty Ibat lhcy It,pve limoclitsilly tuivt,dcd nIninl codt nnd evcry 
iutiintiii tininin/fliy lnwc tsitduttbtcdiy pone tnr Ieynnd lito expetInlion oí n gcnerntioil din 

htit.i ;ilnidy kved tittticr lite rpcil oí (he TV sei 
1 iimsIttitil i,isfriry luCre b*ve beeti ¡irventit,fil lbühavçbeen inri t.'jt:oly  reinorkih(e antj 

_jiifluieslril  wiljjjthe nuille of Irwpori4edu.iflon. heaJilt 'ir CrHtlfl!&irnaL1QJThCy i,ave 
1.ln $,%%k vn Çrt (,e.itik kltwiede nr ptiwcr Scnn (lí (11cm iiavc pnhn.cd mii 'r culvlM 

itilie, s Inivo l,rtjiteitt ál nni( roija.tti tii.uige Irhntk of tite inveilo ni, nf flle whccl 1w ¡nitu ni mi.i'dç 

or lIic i'ititnjire..snhd wita( .ilntt,( lite cr'flIptlit!, 

Al lile 3ie,nIlti! lite cnhlplIler WZi 	 ni, mnlrumiiiL to he t,,ed ir, th  

	 fmi-  ier- 	ICp.L4fiL&cStCLIJP_1JIaS ILU 

Ibni W:iç t pnbi1c rn 	 l 	 to a (ew ecniids viIIin ni get. 

ha9 	r Coflfii%Cd. Jhcy rc:,Jtztti ij cutiid  jipi nnly mour ii011U)n.t (mf wgc Of i4ironnatinii btu 

atris,  orginhize it ¡ti cveiy 	'ii4e way enibling mgi lo iiirTy aol tks mnconceI.zihIe hy nilier 

t,lc',Ilç 

Ofillímiem ore ttow eorvwiiereWj 	 eoli mrik veJifr  a ues.oiuc jurei1 andpic.i• 

iciii .hcy etni cnlpni world iinrikii,g iIi:iiçttIgn1 pretin 1 wcn1,cr.  L finjo tirbn. cnntjticlím lr- 

(Í.(I 	t 	Ic 	C!TF  j2irirunivTtt.r1IrnInw1u4r ci 	s 	 Çci 

ptifl,' iSty 	 St
127 

	 con  

lTWy-ill'in. . 	i1L OI'wy 	liinc,iig Fo óinw'e iiinirtitinn •  

iii dc'iiii lile jtrnjr.nn nr II' lirSft I1,e Iimii(opi 

94 

lo 
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Gve a T)tte to t)e readng and gve each paragrzp u tte. (5 ponts) 

Reding Titio: 	  

ParQgraph 1. 	  

Paragraph 2: 	  

Paragrapli 3: 	  

Porograph 4: 	  

Answor tho following questons in yourowrt words, be ciear, pecse arid conciso. 

(20 polnts). 

1. TeU hoy»< tho dovclopment of computers has occurred during die 1at ten 

years 

2. Has Iho computer beconio a remarkable ad influenbat invention? Why7 

3. Whal was Iho intial use givon to computei? Menori thren uses given lo 

compurers todey. 

4 Cari computers do everyth:ng by thomselvos? Why? 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE PANAMÁ 
SEDE DE VERAGUAS 

DIRECCIÓN DE INVESTIGACIÓN Y POSTGRADO 
PROGRAMA DE MAESTRA EN ENSEÑANZA 
DEL INGLES COMO LENGUA EXTRANJERA 

DEAR STU DENT: This test is not intended to grade you It is only for research purposes, though 
it is necessary that you answer the test as if you were going to be gradod 
Otherwise, the results wifl not provide reliabe iriformaion for the researer 

Thank you for your cooperation' 

Instructions Read the text carefully and apply aH the learning sirategies that you knw and can 
be applied here, then answer the questions appearing at the end of the selection 

Even though the threat of cholera is hitling closer to home parbc is not the key 
word precautionis 

There are severa¡ precautions available to avoid cortlracting cholera —most of 
wtiich people shoUld take anyway 

II 
	

Cholera is a bactenal disease that can occur within a few hours to 5 days after 
exposure 	It produces profuse. paintess watery darrtiea and occasional 
vomiting These symptoms produce detiydTaliofl, electrolyle imbalance and 
circulatory coHapse 

If you get profuse diarrhea and are unable to resolve it, report to your medical 
facility Untreated, the fatality rate may exceed 50%, with proper treatment ls 
belcrw 1% It is tmporlarit te know that irifection without clinical signs is even 
more common 

111 	The primary method of contracting cholera is by dnnking water or eating food 
contaminated with feces or vomitus from infected individuaís To a Iesser extent, 
cholera can be transmilted by ingeS'tiofl of unrefngerated food that has been 
contam:nated The pnmary probem areas are rn peor countries or areas with 
questionable water supp(y and malnutntion Vaconetion is not recomínerided 
The vaccjne provides only partal protection for a short duration of, time In 
epidemic situations, it not only fails to prever,t transmission of the infection. bul 
also gives a false sense of security 

IV 	Exercise utmost care to assure a safe water suppty It going outside Iba city take 
bottled water or chemically frealed or boJed water (20 minutes) used for drinking. 
'ce, bn.ishing teeth. c000ng, uses that may involve ingestion. 

Avoid raw or undercooked foods like ceviche, prawris and sheltfish, wtiich are 
tound in shallow coastal waters Sea tood coufd have been contaminated during 
processirig 

Realize that any foods with possible exposura to non potable water like those 
wonderful fnjits and vegetables (plaintains. oranges. limes, etc) sold by the local 
vendors can transmit cholera Onftuits and vegetables. conlamination occurs  on 
the surfaces and can remain for 10 days, so wash them well 



Keep hands clean, and wash frequently us'ng potable water Tris is very 
mportant for food handiers and Ihose in patient and chad care 

If you are out in the f'ield, use toilete paper and dispose of feces by bunal at a 
site dstant and downstream from the source of dnnking water 

Control fI'es with screening and spraying Dispose of garbage as soon as 
possible to reduce sites br breeding 

Refrigerate foods immediately and cook foods well Peel fruits and 
vegetables f you are uncertain of their c!eanliness 

Buy foods. especially fish products, from approved sources Cholera can be 
transmitted by ingestion of unretngerated food that has been contarninated 

(Tropic Times. Sept 27, 1991) 

Taken from Phonetics for Beginners. Second Edttion 1993 

A 	Give a titie to the reading 	  

Give a subtitle to each section 

II 

III 

lv 

8 	Answer the following quest,ons, use your own words 

1 Wliatischolera? 

2 	Which are symptoms of cholera and which are their consequences? 

98 

3 	Te¡¡ in wtuch ways is cholera contracted 
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4 Is cliolera a problem related to education arid poor hygiene conditions, 

why2 

NAME 

DATE 
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UNIVERSIDAD DE PANAMÁ 
SEDE DE VERAGUAS 

DIRECCIÓN DE INVESTIGACIÓN Y POSTGRADO 
PROGRAMA DE MAESTRÍA EN ENSEÑANZA 
DEL INGLÉS COMO LENGUA EXTRANJERA 

LESSON PLAN #1 

SUBJECT. READING ANO WRITING 

TCPIC READ1NG USING 
LEARNING STRATEGIES 

TYPE OF CLASS PRESENTATION 

SPECIFIC AIM 

LEVEL 1 YEAR 

MS GARCÍA. 

ALLOTED TIME 1 PERICO 
OF 45 MINUTES 

1 To sensítize the students about leaming strategies and 
how they help to understand reading matenal better 

CLASS MM 

1 Students wifl state what are leaming 
strategies 

2. Students will explain how they use the 
leaming strategies thaI they know 

3 Students will infer how leaming strategies 
help them to understand texts better 

WARM IW 

Students will answer the foliowing exploratory questions 

1) What do you think are leaming strategies? 

2) Which leaming strategies can you mention? 

3) When can you apply leaming strategies? 

4) Were you taught leaming strategies al school? 

PRESENTATION 

Students will listen and participate in a 10 minutes exposrtion about leaming strategies, 

their importance and their use Students will take notes to venfy their answers to the 

warm up questions and also lo ask for clarification after the presentation 
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POST-PRESENTAT1ON AC11V1T1ES 

1 lndividually, students will compare their notes versus their answers to the warm 

up questions, to make corrections if necessary 

2 	In pairs, students will compare and discuss their answers and their notes to maRe 

a single doctiment 

3 	They will read aloud their condusions to the class 

4. The professor w;U jot down on the board ah the fundamental ideas stated by each 

par 

FEED-BACK 

1 	The professor will highhight the Rey po,nts expíessed by the groups, based on the 

notes posted on the board 

FOLLOW UP 

1 They wffl wnte and read aloud a reaotion paper about how practicing and 

internahizing the use of learning sirategies could help them in their academic and 

professional hife 

EVALUATION 

Diagnostic Exploratory questions at the beginning of the class 

Formative Students' participation in class discussion 

Grading A leaming tog about Leaming strategies, their purpose and their uses in 

academic Irfe 

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

Board, markers, handouts 

BIBLIOG RAPHY 

Aula Curso de Orientación Escolar  (1998) Cultural S A. de Ediciones 
Polígono lndustnai Arroyomohinos Calle C. núm 15, Móstoles 
Madrid-España Pp 404 

Novak, .J and Gowin, B (1984) Leaming to Leam  New York, Cambndge 
University Press United Stetes of Americe 

Leaming Strategies Database strived from the web site 
flttp IlmuskinQum eduluc h/database/notetakinoj'itml#OrQa rization 
in 2002 
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LESSON PLAN #2 

SUBJECT READING AND WRITING 	 LEVEL 1 VEAR 

TOPIC.READING USING 	 MS. SARCIA 
UNDERLINING STRATEGIES 

TYPE OF CLASS PRESENTATION 	 ALLOTED TIME. 1 PERIOD 

OF 45 MINUTES 

SPECIFIC AIM 

To wnte a good surnrnary applying the appropnate strategies. 

CLASS AIMS 

1 	To dusttnguish differer4 types of underlunung 

2 	To apply underlining as a reading strategy 

3 	To wrrte a surnrnary using the steps and strategies required 

WARM UP 

o 	Students will answer the foliowing exploratory questions. 

1 	What is a surnrnary? 

2 	How do you wnte a surnrnary? Which are the prevrnus steps thai you tollow to wnte 

a surnrnary? 

3 	What are the benefrts of wnting surnmanes of the matenais lhat you read? 

PRESENTATION 

After discussing the answers given lo the warm up questions, the studeriis wiII listen lo 

the teacher's explanation as foliows 

Surnrnanzing is rnakrng a reading passage shorter than the onginal text A good 

surnrnary should be 1/  of rts onginal length To write a goad surnrnary, we have lo follow 

sorne steps 

First. we have lo read lo becorne familiar wrth the text, 

0 	Second, we have lo read lo ¡cok for key ideas, phrases and words, 
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Third, we have to read and underline the most important or relevant inforrnation 

Finaily, using the underline text, the summary is wntten. Even when the text in a 

summary is shorter than the onginat, it should keep coherence 

Underlining literaily means passing a une under, so when we signal a word, en icon, a 

figure or a phrase or sentence by passing a une under it, we are underlining We also 

underline when we put a vertical une to any side of a large portion of text When we put 

a check mark next to a text portion, when we mark a word or part of a text using an 

astensk or any other graphic symbol, or when we use a higtulighter, we are undeining 

We underline a text, when we find relevant inforniation thaI we want to review later, 

when we have doubtS aboul something and we want to question it and check it again 

POST-PRESENTAT1ON ACT1VITIES 

The group wiIl take the reading selection How do 1 Reach the Post Office and 

they vuill apply silent reading and undertining to wrrte a summary or the reading 

FEED-BAC K 

Keep in mmd the fouiowing: 

To underline the most important items, we should read first to become familiar wrth the 

content, later to idenhify main ideas and supporting ideas, the third reading should be for 

underlining The underlined text should be used as the base to wnte the sumrnary 

FOLLOW UP 

2 	They will read the onginal text again al home, they will wnte the summary again 

They will compare the second version to the onginal version and will explain the 

driferences, they wifl ep1arn what did they do to wri'te the second version that 

they did nol use to write the first version 

EVALU ATION 

Diagnost;c Exploratory questions al the beginning of the class 

Forrnative Students' participation in class discussion 

Grading A leaming log about wnting summanes, with the following entnes. how my 

concept of summary has changed and how 1 think it can help me in my academic life 



MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

Board, markers, handouts, text books 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Aula Curso de Oneritacsón Escolar (1998) Cultural S A. de Ediciones 
Polígono Industrial Arroyomoiinos Calle C. núm 15, Móstoles 
Madnd-España Pp 404 

lnteractions 1 A reading skills book. 1999 McGraw-Hill 

Leaming Strategies Database strivod from the web site 
http //muski nqum edufucal/database/notetakinq htmi#Oraanization 
in 2002 
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LES SON PLAN #3 

SUBJECT READING AND WRLTING 	LEVEL 1 VEAR 

TOPIC READING USING 	 MS. GARCIA 
SCHEMAS 

TYPE OF CLASS PRESENTATION 	 ALLOTED TIME 1 PERIOD 

OF 45 MINUTES 

SPECIFIC AIM 

To use schemas to present the most important informaban found in a reading 

selection 

CL.ASS AIMS 

1 	To define what is a schema 

2 	To distingwsh different kinds of schemas. 

3. To represent important information found in a reading using a schema 

WARM UP 

Students will answerthe foRowing exploratory questions 

Students will be shown a synoptic chart, a concept map, an outtine and a chart, then, 

they will be asked to point out the ones that they consider as schemas 

PRESENTAT1ON 

The class will be explained that a schema is a graphic way of presenting unforrnation in 

an organtaed, logical, clear and precise way 

The foliowing are types of schemas. 

synoptic charts (using braces, brackets, numbers, or letters, or a 

mixture of ah the elements prevtously mentioned). 

FIow Diagrams (iconic representatuons structures, systems, or 

processes). 

Graphic and Conceptual Schemas 
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POST.PRESENTA11ON ACTIVITIES 

The group will use the summary that they made of the previous reading 

material to make a schema They will use the kind of schema they like 

best 

They will compare the schemas with they peers 

The whole class will develop a single schema on the board 

FEED-BACK 

The facilitator will answer the students questions 

FOLLOW UP 

The students will bring for next session a schema of the reading "The Secrets of 

a Very Long Life". 

EVALIJATI ON 

Diagnostic: Exploratory questions at the beginning of the class. 

Formative: Students participation in class discussion 

Grading: A schema applying the steps discussed in class 

MATERIAL.S AND RESOLIRCES 

Board, markers, handouts, text books 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Aula Curso de9oentac4ón Escolar (1998) Cutlural S A. de Ediciones 
Polígono lndustnal Arroyoniolinos Calle C. nÚm 15, Móstoles 
Madrid-España Pp 404 

Interactions 1 Areading skills bock. 1999 McGraw-Hill 

Leaming Strategies Database stnved troni the web site 
http Ilrnuskinqum edulucalldatabaselnotetakjno htnií#rqanization 
in 2002 
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LESSON PLAN #4 

SUBJECT READING AND WRITING 	 LEVEL YEAR 

TOPIC READ!NG IJSING 	 MS GARCIA 
CONCEPT MAPPING 

TYPE OF CLASS PRESENTATION 	 ALLOTED TIME. 1 PERIOD 

OF 45 MINUTES 

SPECIHC AIM 

To maKe accu rato concept maps 

CLASS AIMS 

1 	To defino what is a concept map 

2 	To ¡dontify the steps to do a concept map 

3 	To do a concept map representrng accurate and important inforrnation 

WARM UP 

Students w]II answer the following exploratory questons 

1 	What isa concept map? 

2 	How do wo do concept rnaps? 

3 	llave you ever been taught to do a concept map? 

4 	Whal do you think a concept map is useful for? 

PR ESE NTAT1ON 

The facIitator will explain to the group that a concept map is a type of schema that gives 

a hoistic viow of a topic in flierarchicel order In concept maps the important concepts 

are enclosed in croles or bubbles joined by unes called connectors 

Bofore rnaking a concept map, rt is important to read the text twice or three times, and 

undorline the most important ideas or concepts. 

POST-PRESENTATION ACTIVIT1ES 
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The group will read silently the Secrets of a Very Long Lcfe 

Afier reading they will highlught the most important ideas 

They will make a list of the most important concepts At the side of the important 

concepts, they will write a list of connectors found in the reading. 

In pairs, they will do a concept map explaining the reading The Secrets of a Very 

Long Lfe 

FEED-BACK 

The facilítator will solve the students doubis. She will also answer questlons 

Us,ng a chart, the faclitator and the students will revtew the steps lo make a concept 

map 

Finaily they will observe and will identify the main features of a concept map 

FOLLOW UP 

Students will reviow and refino thoir concept maps at home to tum thom In the 

next sesslon. 

EVALUATION 

Diagnosttc. Exploratory questions at the beginning of the dass. 

Formalive. Students partjcipation in class discussion 

Gradíng Post test 

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

Board, markers, handouts, text books 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Aula CursQ do Orientación Escolar (1998) Cultural S A. de Ediciones 
Polígono Industrial Arroyomottnos Calle C, núm 15, Móstoles 
Madrid-España Pp 404 

Interactions 1 A reading skills book. 1999 McGraw-Hill 

Leaming Strategies Database stnved from the web site 
htlp /Imusk,nqum edulucalldatabase/notetaking html#Oranization 
in 20D2 
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80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 
0% 

not undedÑ. 

up, applied undorlinrng. 

Resufts of the Pre Test 
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1 

Target Population 

Msvr to the second question. 

100%-1 	100% 
L 

60% 

• Underlining 

• SynopticCharts 

O Concept rppin 
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Answer to the third question. 

omm 
100% 

   

ío Yes 

   

Answer to the third question. 

4O' • Yes 
• Maybe 

W60% 



Results of the Treatment Group in the 
Post Test 
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• 80%-98% 

960%-79% 

    

Results of the Control Group in the Post 
Test 

• 71%-85% 

• 59%-70% 
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